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*Citizens Hit Sham'Integration

BALK ON AID IN BOLSCOUTS PROGRAM
1
White Miss. Minister's 'View Of The Race Issue'

THE

'Must Make Start
Toward Settlement
.Of Race Problem'
`Never Consider Myself Better Than
Any Human Created By God,'He Says
EDITOR'S NOTE: We publish this sermon las Res. Clyde Gorddon, white, for two reasons: (1) because it is one of the most levelheaded pleas for sanity over the racial issue coming out of Missio
sippi, and (2) because Rev. Gordon offers some practical and
progressive steps for the attainment of first class-citizenship f o r
the Negro. Though we do not agree with the sermon in its entirety.
we feel that the reader, as we, *ill find the message heart-warm.
Ing and definitely encouraging during this period when the Negro
Is the target of bigoted politicians.
By REV. CLYDE GORDON
Pastor of the First Baptist Church, Poplarville, Mississippi,
borne of the late Senator Theodore Bilbo.
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Louisville Teachers Help
Students Adjust To Study

State Bapt.
Teachers
Disunity In GOP Leaders Kick-Off Campaign!NAACP Asks
Meet Sun. Support Of
Mag:'Print
oy Scouts
Other Side'

The annual meeting of the Baptist Teachers' Roster of BM and ;
E Convention of Tennessee will
meet at 3 p.m. on Sept. 30 in theI
ACTS 27:21
auditorium of the S. A. Owen JunIntroduction:
ior college in an inspirational and , Getting the necessary commaI call your special attention to that catching
financial drive.
nity support for a successful proThe importance of helping Nephrase in verse 24: "God hath given thee all them
Prof. Edward Cray. chairman gram of noy scouting here for
gro children adjust to integrathat sail with thee." I can see in that verse a mesof the Shelby County nit of Bap- I Negro youth might well hinge
tion tn Loutssille, Ky., has been
tist Teachers' Roster which is lupon changing the word "divissage for every Christian, everywhere, and in every
"laid on the hearts and minds
sponsoring tne moeting, says 10 ion" to (listrict.
of our teachers" by Dr. Omer
counties will be represented. The Such a change "is inevitable."
Carmichael, superintendent of the
I want you to relax and open your hearts and
I concedes R. D. Fuller, retirpublic is invited to attend.
newly-integrated schools.
minds this morning. I am completely conscious of the
Dr. Carmichael said on "Fact
The guest speaker It'd! be Prof. ing president of ;List Chickasaw
fact that the issue upon which I am speaking is conthe Nation" Sunday the probJ. D. Springer, principal of Doug- Council, Boy Scouts of America.
troversial, and perhaps that is a good enough reason
lem presented by the Negro chillass High school in Memphis. He But Mr. Fuller quickly adds, "I
to speak on it. If it were all settled there would really
dren's generally lower achieve.
will be introduced by Prof. ?slur- have no way of predicting how
be no need for this message. Also, if you listen with
long away such a change is."
meat will not be "as great as
ry Cunningham after an inspiraDesignating the Negro units—
an open mind, yon will be able to glean from it whatmany people feel." He disclosed
tional period led by Mrs. Clorine
there are now three — as disever truth it may contain. I am not going to speak
a 10-year survey of standard tests
Webb and Mrs. Dorothy Herring. tricts
instead of "divisions", would
showed a "median Negro sixth
passionately upon this message today, but reasonably
Music will he furnished by the mean
automatically placing three
grader was a year and a halt
sanely. I'm not going to try to speak radically. This
S. A. Owen choir.
Negroes on the council, a probehind the median white sixth
is a critical hour In our history and we need our
ADDRESS
here
AFTER
President's
HIS
EmCommittee
OTHER ACTIVITIES
on
Looking ea are Lt. George W. grader."
vision of the national scouting orLas,4
minds clear and free from radicalism and prejudice so
at aaybore Temple A. M. Pi.
ploy ment Policy, is congratuLee, left, state manager, mi.
Another feature of the session ganizational setup.
On the other hand, Dr. Car.
that our actions may be guided by sanity and truth.
church hefore 1,500 last Thurs'ated by Herbert Ii arpe r,
nority groups division. and Igs
will he a "Know your College 'HAVE NO VOICE'
michael said, the "spread" in any
day night Rev. Atchitiaio CaNo issue ever arises that's too big for the ,titirCh,
right, 1. S. Congre.smart at•
This direct representation on the
G. Olive. finance chairman, sixth grade class would be greater
Quiz".
rey, jr., vice chairman of the
sirant from the Ninth district.
and no minister should ever be afraid to speak on anyWitherit- Photo)
Prof. Gray will act as master council would remove the main
between highest and lowest indb•
thing that concerns his people.
vidual students than between the
Of ceremonies and Prof. E. L. contention of veteran Negro scout
"median" Negro an white chaci..
Rivers, of ll'hiteville. sera ing as workers who say they had to beA Little Story
Dr. Carmichael said he fehl
general chairman, will Make re- come inactive "because we no
Why do I speak on this issue anyway? I rememlonger had any voice whatsoever
the Negro student's lower achieve^
marks.
ber a little story about a woman who didn't like the
in the program."
mennt reulted frottl the overan
The financial committee which
decision her husband made so she said, "If I were
The breach in boy scouting,
cultural picture.
will
bring
reports
is
composed
you I'd have more sense." He replied, "Indeed you
open since the Seminole division
WANTS OTHER SIDE
of Mrs. B. M. Rice. Mrs. A. B. was
would, dear, if you were me." So if you were me, mayabolished and three new diMeanwhile, Roy Wilkins, N. A%
Coleman, Prof. Finis Fields and'visions were set up in 1954,
A. C. P. executive secretary, aslIV
has
be you would have more sense than to speak on this
Prof. L. V. Johnson.
lost the council and the program
ad U. S. News and World Report
subject.
Leaders to be heard from the for some former key leaders.
a weekly magazine, to publish the
First, and negatively: I do not speak on this subvarious counties include:
It was the switching of the
other side of the question regardject to be sensational. If that were my purpose. I
S. H. McVey, of Carroll: E. heads of the new divisions up to
ing whether Negroes possess as
would have done it a year ago. I do not do so to stir
Koonce, of Crockett; M. A. Sloan,. the council headquarters in the M
much educational capacity as do
up strife. I do not not speak on this subject. to please
of Fayette: Theodore Giles, of and M building on Main that
whites.
leader
Republican
who
heads
the
or displease anyone.
In a copyrighted article appear.
Haywood; E. L. Rivers, of Hard- brought the situation back before
President Eisenhower is going to lose some votes t his division's statewide campaign, has ing in the magazine,
Positively: I speak on it because it is a major
man; Mrs. T. R. Wilson, of Hen- the public. There were rumors the
Dr. Franb
his sights on "swinging 85 per
C. .1. MeGurk reported that his
ry; Rev. L. Nelson. of Lauder- men were forced to use a base- election because of his positive civil rights record and Neissue and the church should face four square and saneof
the
cent
140,000
Negro
voters studies showed
dale; Mrs. Cora Deberry, of Mad- ment restroom and that dismisNegroes as a
ly any issue that is of such vital importance to the
groes have a "tremendous responsibility" to offset this of Tennessee to Eisenhower."
griup not to possess as much casal
woman
of
the
who
young
workison,
Price,
and
of
Mrs.
Tipton.
spirit and attitudes of it's people. Again, I speak beloss,
sees
Republican
the
Lt.
Lee
a
rally
was
Negro
told
vote
as
Thursday
night.
pacity for education as whites.
Miss Grelia Rees es is co-chair- ed in the Beale office was based
cause, as a member of this church, you have a right to
the balance of power this year. Dr. MeGurk is a
Archibald Carey, jr.. of Chicaon the fact she was colored.
psychologist and
local
teachman
unit
of
of
the
the
know what I, your pastor, think on this subject. So
go, vice chairman of the Presi- eu off the campaign of the en- Leas than 3,000 votes won the a professor at Villanova universPROTEST CHANGE
ers' roster.
all
it
about
giving
morning
think
you
this
what
for
the
I
state
GOP
I'm
in 1952.
it y.
When the three-division change dent's Committee on Employment. nessee Reupublican Minority
I. Jews Suffered
came up three years ago the steer- Policy, said "Eisenhower h a at Groups division to swing t h e STATUS
HIGHER
Commenting on the article
,
ing committee of what was then done more to advance the cause I state's Negro vote into the Re- ( arey. a former Chicago alder- earlier, Mr. Wilkins said in a
History reveals that the problem of race relation
the Seminole division protested of human freedom than any presi- publican column
man and an alternate delegati to public statement that it "apis as old as the human race itself.
pears to be an attempt, hp
the change labeling it a sham dent since Abraham Lincoln.
When Israel went down into Egypt, the Egypi Lt. George W. tee, Memphis'See DELEGATE, page 3
means of an unscientific and in.
move at integration and a reduc"Because of what tir's done for
tians segregated the Jews by placing them in the land
complete presentation of scilik
tion of what little "say-so" they the Negro a lot of people aren't
of Goshen, and there they lived and multiplied until
ic data, to implant desired
had.
going to vote for him this election.
A group of Washinston, D. C.
centuries passed over their heads. They knew perseelusions which could not be so
At the time. .I. A. Beauchamp.
The Negro has a tremendous reresidents hate formed a comcution and slavery, and the merciless lash of the taskimplanted if the whole story were
was Seminole executive. He had
sponsibility to uphold the arrn of,
mittee to issue "factual" infor- two men
master Until they were delivered by the mighty hand
Fred Harris and Mauthe man who has written the '
Washington's
inmation
about
Mr. Wilkins noted that Dr. Yee
God.
rice Gray working under him.
of
greatest record for Negroes since
tegrated education system.
Gurk's views are not concurred in
There was the Seminole steering
Then the Jews in Jesus' day segregated themThe Washington Committee for committee and an interracial corn- Lincoln signed the Emancipation
by either Dr, Otto Klineberg of
selves from the Samaritans, giving as their reason
Proclamation.
the Public Schools says the mittee.
Professor Ashley-Montagu, whom
1
present subcommittee hearing,
See RACE ISSUE, page 2
This was a segregated set- '
5" HEAR
Police Chief Macdonald promised Saturday to "investi- the NAACP official called "gene.,
His address before 1.500 in (lay.
actually being conducted by Soually
as among the fore.
fully" the accusation of a furniture manufacturer mostregarded
gate
born Temple AME church kickthern congressmen who signed See BOY SCOUTS, page 3
authorities on this subject."
the Southern Manifesto, has "litthat a policeman used such brutality in arresting a Negro Yesterday, the Rhode Island Psys
tle or no interest in determinemployee another company official almost became involv- See NAACP. page
3
ing the full facts."
ed
Most of the subcommittee
Bozoff.
president of Marll
Louis
staff are Southerners. William
Metal Co., of 250 E. Bodley, acGerber, of Memphis, is subcomcused Officer Frank Guthrie of
mittee counsel and does most
grabbing the employe from beTwenty-three years of teaching in the Memphis ' of the questioning.
hind. striking hint on the side
of the head, shaking him and
schools came to an end last Friday. when Miss Pear- iiiislionsuoluutusiiiuutimimilimusiiimniutii
cursing him when he arrested him
announced
and
resignation
tendered
Gasawav
her
lie Mae
at the compar.y.
acceptance of a position on the faculty of A & I State UniA prontinent Memphis businessman is a member
The employe. James Thomas
Mrs. Rosa Parks, whose refusal to give up her seat
of
Wilkes, 21, of 1t308 Pillow, who was the 160-member People to People
versity at Nashville, Tenn.
Partnership Committee
on
a
city
bus
sparked
the
Montgomery.
Ala,
boyoctt, will later fined 531 and told to the appointed by
Miss Gasaway's antouncement
President Eisenhower to help the United
be the featured Women's Day speaker at the Mt. Olive state on a reckless driving charge
came as a surprise to her coStates
"widen
every possible chink in the Iron Curtain."
and fined 531 on a speeding i
workers at Booker T. Washington
CME Cathedral Sunday afternoon. :I p.m.. Oct. 7.
called
charge,
the
!
officer
said
A.
Mace()
Walker.
been
has
where
she
school,
executive vice president of the 1'ris
High
Mrs. Parks has been speaking on the West Coast in ! him "all sort of profanity- and
an instructor in mathematics for
State Bank of Memphis and pres- -g— --FORREST CITY, Ark. — Wil- the interest of the Montgomery
threatened "to blow my brains ideni of Universal Life Insurance
the past 17 years.
liam Pierce, Arkatisas Farm Bu- Improvement association, to give
company, was the only Negro
The popular teacher began her
reau Federation Field-man for the feminine point of view of the
otiOtiC. Bozoff says Officer Guth- among the prominent
teachineciffier'isrsthe Memphis
Americans
Montgomery
effective
mass prorie was so brutal in making the participating in
Negro activities, called a meetpublic schools. starting at Grant
recent
White
a
test, and to give her personal
arrest -I had to restrain my pro- •
ing of the Arkanss Agriculture
school where she tsagnt six years.
House conference officially launchview of being arrested in violaduction manager, Bobby Gooch, ing the "people-to-peopl
e" proNATIVE MF.MPHIAN
leaders recerilly, for the purpose tion of her civil ,ights. She has
from jumping on the officer to gram.
Memphis,
of
native
a
She is
of formulating plans for extending also made tours in Cleveland, Ohio
stop it." He said that "would only' Mr. Walker ls
co-chairman for
the daughter oi 11.1r and Mrs. Bening the service of Negro owned and Baltimore. Md.
have added to the trouble."
Committee
the
Speakers'
activity.
jamin T. Gasaway. Mr. Gasaway
and operatied cotton gins by es- ,
Officer Guthrie denied he curs
She is an active member of the
Outstanding citizens from varis deceased. Mrs. Gasaway, sr..
tablishing grain storage facilities.
ed or threatened Mr. Wilkes but
Paul ANIE e hurch, serving
ious fields forming the nucleus in
is retired Memphis public
The group was taker, on a guid-1 St'
admitted "1 did rough him up a
Stewardess
on
the
secre•
hoard,
the program to sell America's
school teacher. having been seped tour of Black Fish Gin Co-Op
away
tried
little
to
after
break
he
aims of -peace and prosperity to
arated from her post at Kansas
at Beth by Hensie Roberts. gen- tary of Montgomery Branch of N.
from me."
A. A. C. P., and advisor to their
subjugated persons" include
tilreet School only a little more
eral manager.
admitted
Mr.
Wilkes
he
had
PEARLINE GASAWAY
Youth Council, a member of the
Charles E. Wilson. former Dithan two years, Miss Gasaway,
Later they returned to Bondol
been speeding when two officers rector of Gen sral Electric; Eddie
first attended Grwil. school as ter of arts degree In mathemat- Laboratories. Madison for a meet- Women's Political Council in
spotted him hut denied he tried
Montgomery
snd
a
member
of
the
Rickenbacker, president of Easttol
from
there
a child. She went
ics from Columbia university in ing. Information was given on into resist beim.; arrested.
ern Airlines; Gene Tunney. inLeMoyne Institute, which was a. New York. She earned a wide creasing grain storage by John;executive board of the MontgomJudge Colton dismissed a charge vestment banker:
Al Capp, carhigh school a the time. She grad- reputation as a teacher of math-, Gammon, State resident of Ne. ery Improvement asseciation.
of resisting arrest against Mr.
toonist; William F itokner, Nobel
minisRev.
Henry
C.
Bunton,
uated from LeMoyne. and then cmatics.
gro Division of Farm Bureau, Le
Wilkes.
Prize *inner Novelist; Cyrus
attended Lane College, where
She is also an accomplished pi• one White. Farm Development ter of the ,s'iurch. extended an
Officers Guthrie and J. E. Ching. industral relations offici•1
Invitation to the public to attend
ehe received her Bachelor of
MRS. ROSA PARKS
See PLAN, page 3
the meeting.
A. MACRO WALhLR
Arts degree. She obtained a mas- See PEADLIE, page 2
See POLICE, page 3
See WALKER, page 3
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Race Issue
(C•atianed from Page 1)
that they were a generation of half-breeds, half Jew
ad half almost anything else. So they had not deal:- liggs with the Samaritans. They wouldn't even so
much as pass through their land. They would cross
. Jordan River to the east and surround Samaria
, ate
'Jo go to Galilee.
I remember, also, that In the second world war
er started race prejudice in Germany because he
Med to exploit the Jews, and that he did, killing
usands of them, and confiscating their wealth for
- hit war machines. This he did, not because he hated
-them but he used hatred and race superiority to make
lsis dastardly deeds excusable. We all resented it very
Much when the Germans segregated themselves from%
the rest of the world saying that they were the Ary:inn, the superiors. So the problem is not a new one at
•
It is as old as civilization,
Just who is the Negro in our midst? I believe
—
-that a sane consideration olk "who he is" will bring
tot to a better understanding of what our attitude
should be toward him.
The Divisions Of The Human Race
Biologists have divided the human group into
•
three subdivisions called "races:" The Mongoloid or
"allow race." the Negroid or "black race." and the
Cauca.soid or "white race." The major differences are
skin color, eye form and color, texture and color of
hair, nose shape, stature, and blood such as A,B, AB,
AND 0.
2. Since this is a message on race relations and
flu, different aspects of the human race as a whole,
let us consider the Negro.
Re is a "Negro" and not a nigger.
That term "nigger" is a hangover from slavery.
He is a "Negro," and the term is a dignified one.
There is nothing wrong with it at all. The term
"Negroid," referring to the black race of people
is just as dignified as the term "Cauca‘oid." referring to the white race.
(2) Why is he black.
He is black for the same reason that I am \\ hitet
because God, the all wise Creator of the universe,
made him so. God placed within every human body
two chemicals that determine the color one shall be.
They are Carotene and Melanin. Every human being
has the two chemicals within him, (except the Albino) and his complexion is a function of the relative
amounts of both elements present. Thus skin color is
a quantative rather than a qualitative matter.
Where the Carotene predominates, the skin is
yellow, and the Melanin in larger quantity of Carotene than the yellow man: however, he still has the
Melanin within himself.

"El?,

"We will eliminate them by tak-, there were only a few Negro chiling every baby an making it ster- dren in each school astrkt, there
ile.- Such ignorance! And that would be no problems. I do not
man was running for a state of. believe that Southerners would obwriters try to take the Bible and us and look to smug, we had better lice' He took his hearers for ject to their entering the white
schools. Even In pre-Clvii War
prove by it that God is color con- consider this. It is not the fools.,
scious and, in such an attempt, fault of the Negro man nor the The followeig is a letter from days a few slaves were permitreveal a staggering ignorance of Negro woman, nor the white worn- an illiterate Negro woman. She ted to attend white schools down
God and His word,
an, but the white man. One on said, "They talks about us on the in the deep South. The average CLINTON, Tenn. — (INS) —Pro- and Washington, D. C., was tree
Some say that Noah placed a our eminent Baptist preachers , radio and television like we was southerIner does not hate the segregation advocate John Kasper on $2,000 bail on indictments char.
curse on Ham and he became spoke to a large gathering of ige., not as good as dogs. I could go Negro but likes him and is his is in new trouble again.
ging sedition and inciting a riot.
black. That is not truth. It is not groes and just burned them up, on for weeks but my heart is too friend. A few radicals are caus- Kasper, 26, of Camden, N. J.,
The charges grew out of speeches
so stated in the Bible. Further- verbally, for being so low moral- full.
ing the big trouble.
Kasper mode in tense Clinton ur-1 remember being present at
more, Noah had nothitfg to brag ly, At the conclusion of his mesging townspeople to resist inteThe problem is not a small one,
about. After God so miraculous- sage the colored pastor arose and the regular meeting at a Rotary
gration of the Clinton high school.
it is tremendous in its proportions
ly saved him and his loved ones said, "We have just been told that Club where a politician spoke. His
Pearl
In the process of being arrest.
and
therefore
cannot
be
settled
from His judgment upon the world we are a low race of people, and subject was about the Negro. He
ed on the indictments. Kasper
overnight.
It
is
going
tv
years.
take
by water, the first thing Noah did if you do not believe it is true, made a marvelous display of his
picked up an additional charge
Continued from Page If
Northern agitators are responwas to spit in God's face by pitch- just look at the shade of this con-,ignorance about it all and then
of resisting arrest after slugging
sible
a
for
lot
of
feeling
the
of
ing a drunk. He looked like plac- gregation.'' Our eminent minis- Poured out a deluge of bitterness.
anist, and was in wide demand a constable during a chase at
ing a curse,on someone.
ter stated that that was the stern- The spirit was at such high resentment that southerners have. as an accompanist for outstand- nearby Oak Ridge Monday night.
The Negro race, along with ev- eat rebuke he had ever received pitch that if a Negro had walked They neither understand the south- ing concert artists who visited
Kaaper broke and ran from
ery one of us, had its beginning and would river forget it.
down t h e street afterward he ern white man nor the southern Memphis. She received her musiback there in Eden when God crewould have been poked in the nose. Negro, and so far as love goes, cal foundation under the tutelage Clinton Sheriff Glad Woodward,
In
the sheriff said, when he at.
ated Adam and Eve. They are ', What shall be our attitude to- This thing is sinful and wrong. there is a lot more of it for the of another retired tescher,
11111-etempted
to arrest him on the in.
Negro
in the South than in the L. Porter
the first parents and all of us had ward the Negro?
They yellabout the agitation causRhinehardt, and at Lane dictments. Oak Ridge Constable
our beginning in them.
ed by the NAACP. What is that North. We will all be better off college.
1. He is our responsibility.
!George Campbell intercepted the
Climatic conditions and geo- I The Bible says, -God hath given , except senseless agitation. This a when the nor:herners stop looking
fleeing Kasper, wno, he said,
SISTER
TEACHES
MATH
graphical situations have had thee all them that sail with I day when we need level-headed at the South out of slanted eyes,
She was active in religious mid fought him.
more to do with skin color than thee.'' God has charged us with statesmen rather than scheming and down long noses, trying to tell
Campbell said Kasper knocked
anything dies*. The chemicals in, the responsibility of those who sail politicians.
us what to do about a situatin social circles in Memphis, being
or organist at Avery Chapel AM E his glasses oh and "he hit me
every human body were put there with us on the voyage of life.
that
they
themselves
do
not
underI realize that a lot of this hullachurch for eight years, and an of- with his fist — I guess it must
to take care of the race in spe- There is a principle as true as
baloo has been stirred up by north- stand.
beer of the local chapter of the have been is times — before the
cific localities to build up the out- truth itself that I am my brother's
We should, even must make a Alpha Kappa
ern politicians to put the South
sheriff caught up and stepped in."
Alpha sorority.
er body that it might withstand keeper. God has also stated don- in a bad
light so that they can elect start toward settlement of this
CROWD GATHERS
the heat of the sun and the at- erallv that "to whom much is givsister,
A
Miss
Sadie
C.
Gasa-'
the next president. And they shout, problem. I believe that senior coltacks of nature,
way is already a mathematics', Woodward called out auxiliary
en shall much be required." He "Why doesn't
the Church do some- leges and universities should adteacher
on the A & I State uni- I deputies at Clinton when a crowd
(4) Again: the Negro is a dia- who has what the world needs au- thing "
mit eligible Negroes to do gradutomatically becomes debtor t o
mond in the rough.
They want the Church to be the ate work. Thee, in succeeding versity faculty. .And for the past began to gather at the Anderson
He is a human being made in what a race of people need, we, "quarterback' on the political years, admit other to the junior, seven summers the Gassers!, sis- county courthouse after Kasper's
the image of God. The inexper- are obligated to do everything I football team. The Church is not sophomore an1 freshman classes. ters have been coupicuous at the arrest, but the crowd was dispersUniversity as in struetors in math- ed when Kasper was released on
ienced eye would not realize the within our power to lift them to going to do it. I am not going to
It is very probable that if the emetics
bond.
value of a diamond if he saw it higher level. If we have an ugly have any part of it.
Southern Negro had his choice,
I ,
Kasper is under sentence of a
the rough, and would not offer spot on our lawn, it is up to us
The
Getaway
family
Some
has
long;
groups
say
that
Communhe would choose to have separ
year
you a dollar for one as large as to elevate it and make it blend ists have infilterated the
and a day in federai court
held
reputation
a
brilliance)
for
NAACP. ate, but equal, school systems.
-or
f
violating an injunction rea marble. And, yet, when the same in with the rest of the yard. We I don't know whether what
and
stability
in
Memphis.
A
broth
he
This
I say because, in the North,
diamond is properly cut and pol- feel that our neighbors might crit- reads is truth
jr., died straining any interference with &dor someone's warp- I where they ere free to attend the er. Benjamin T. Cssaway,...
— !mission of 12 Negro students at
ished, it will bring a fortune. icize if we do not. It is our duty ed idea
ffl
just before
but one thine I do know: white churches if the so desire
h 'the Clinton
9 '
'
The same is true with minds and to elevate the colored race that
•
High school. He also
y
'
degree
from
Le3loyne
college.
there
is
The
agitation
'
from
both
sides'very few of them ever do. They
there may be no ugly spot Os ithearts, darkened
by
prejuhas
been
warned
degree
way
he faces arrest
was
conferee!
on
and
him
the average citizen is caught show that they would rather
any-I
be .
dice, they do not see the value of literacy and ignorance on the lawn,
by college officials at his if he appears in Knoxville, Tenn.,
in the middle. The result is that' to themselves, and if that is what
of
our
citizenship.
l
another race of human beings that
Our first duty as Christians . we have been set back fifty years they want, then let them have it.(I) 1 funeral. The family has long for any pro-segregation campaignlive among us. They are as capresided at 1211 Itrayer. Accept- ing.
in our relations.
able as any of us of reaching is to give him Christ. This is the !
, Those being trained in the col- ance of the position in Nashville'
greatest
tiling
that
one person can
For two years during m y pas- i leges and universities could go
the highest.
: three, here at First B a p t i s t I back and teach and train their by Miss Pearlie Mae Gasaway i Australia devotes about
(5) Now how dots he happen to do for another.
50.000
will mark the transition of the
(2) To Teach Him
church, Poplarville, our young peo-I own, people. 1f, .n
be our problem
' L.
ster years,acre
s to the growing of citrus
family
to
much
city,
that
to
He
the
is
teachable.
Some of the ple from our church have c o n- everyone agrsed that integration
He is our problem because our
fore-fathers brought him to this greatest minds America has ever ' ducted a vacation Bible School for was the best thing, it would be expressed regret of the scores of
Memphians numbered rmong their)fruits.
country, and we have nothing produced have been the minds I Negroes. They carried Christ to a simple mktter.
Less than 10 percent of the total
within a skull that was black. them.
, friends and acquaintances.
to brag about on this point
They are the finest young
I believe this would make for
land surface of Norway is cultiWe Washington Carver are two of
The
sisters
ond
mother
their
should be humbled by the fact
people of our town, from the best, peace and unierstiinding and evleft Memphis last Sunday to sated.
that we brought the colored man America's greatest. They were families, and they are just as erybody
would
be
satisfied,
and
looked
up
to
by
scientists
and edu- white as they were
reach their poses in Nashville in
to America. He is not an intruder.
before. It would no free-born second-rate citizen
time for the beginning of the cur-' There arc about three million
He did not migrate to America cators as leaders. We had just as , be difficult for them to do that would have
to accept second-rate rent college year.
I miles of rural roads in the U. S.
as others have done. Our fore- well face it: We have never sin- I now because of the strained re- citizenship.
fathers went over to Africa and cerely tried to teach them.. If we lations. I say, we have been
Oh, my people, I plead with
set
by every low method under hea- had we would not be in this mess I back fifty years.
you, don't hive anything to dol
today.
ven, including murder and kid(5) The Negro's crime should be with bloodshed. Under God, don't
napping. brought him to these (3) We had better not exploit punished by law and
not by mob mistreat a man of a neighbor
shores. Actually, whole tribes were him.
violence. Mob violence has no san- race just because his skin is not
Sons.
make
use
of
him
for
basely
completely wiped out by the white
ity to it. It i; murderous. There the color of yours. It is so necman. This stings a little but some- their own,personal advantages and must
be no double standard in essary for Christians to have the
how history is merciless in its profit. Some say he has equal op- our
courts of law. If a Negro man right attitude. Organizations that
portunities
in
southland.
our
That
statement of fact
is to be put to death for rape, are springing up are dangerousf
. The Negro is here, but he is is not true. There are many plac, es where he doesn't have a ghost then the white man must be giv- unless they are led by levelheadnot the loser for it. The Negro
lof a chance. I know there are many en the same penalty for the same ed Christian men. kly people,
race in America realizes it. and
people who would not do him crime. Miscarriages of justice in members of my church. I love
the following letter from a Negro
Salt is a big thing in the hu- 1 and no other food.
wrong for anything, but there are our courts are eating away at you and I plead with you, don't
proves what I stated: We have
diet.
man
others
the
who
will
take
what
! TRY STERLING
foundations
he
has
of
our
democracy have navthing to do with the murgained from our experience and
among people of the United
One major distributor of tader of anybody, under any circontact with you, and the Ameri- and build with it his own house, like a cancer.
with what he takes from , IV. What 'ehout Integration?... cumstancea. Don't listen to math- States the average daily intake td. ble salt, Sterling, has started a
can Negro is the best off of any
I do not belive that integration cals. Don't lksten to people who sodium chloride, which is salt as new advertising them to promote
other section of his group to be. the humble Negro. Take from a
found anywhere on earth today:, man who does not have a ,,,ghost would serve the best interest of run off at the mouth and talk we know it, .is one-third of an this important mineral: "SterlGod be praised. We are not of a chance.Don't forget it, there either race at this time, I believe I about colored people as through ounce. Of this amount, half is ing Salt brings out the best in
taken in through food seasoning food.mad about being kidnapped and is a lust God on the thron• and that it would create more prob-I they were worse than dogs.
t while the other is already in our Sterling Salt officials believ
ever body
3 who ever took a rot- lems than It would
brought to America. And one of'
solve.
.eo
I
Oty
brother, Raymond Gordon,
no
t
penny hom an illiterate Ne- : not believe
that the key to keeping Sterling
the characteristics of our group,
that conditions are said that when he was overseas, water and food.
gro
had
better
get
ready
to
pay
Loss of salt from the body tat- the "fastest growing brand of tai right. Not because the white peo- on the front- line in the Signal
of which we feel most proud. Is,
for he will. There are people who i,pIe are
any better than the col- Corps, that he ran right into a curs mainly by way of the urine ble salt in America" is the althat we can know of a certaintjti has,e
built their palaces on the I•ored. but
and to a lesser degree by way Of ways better edvertising program
that we have been exploited and
for the following rea- German machine gun nest. H0 the
meat.
bone of Negro tenants. Don't ever
to stimulate sales.
eons:
nurse no antipathies toward
thought to himself. "This is where
forget, there is a just God on
Salt is responsible for a num-1 In line with this idea Sterling
1. We do not have Ihe facilities I die." Suddenly, there
those who exploited us. So
was
I
,
ws • "lithe throne."
and it would bankrupt the state I burst of machine-gun fire from be. oer of vital functions in the body. Salt has teamed with the adver•
should your group have hatred
.
(4) We must not hate him.
, to build them over night.
toward us?
hind. He turned quickly and saw An animal fed continuously on a tising agency of Batten. Barton,
A few, thank God, very few,
(6) Why is there a yellow race of the newspapers
! 2. If integration souk! be immed- that an American Negro had sav- r salt-free diet will succumb more Durstine and Osborn, Inc., to
of this state
quickly than one gieen only water meet the sales challenge.
'
of Negro in America?
have preached hatred until their lately forced upon the South there ed his life by blasting the Ger-1
Before we pull our robes of self- !hands
I
ate dripping red yith mur- would he a lot nt bloodshed. and , mans. Then, from another direcrighteousness too closely around der
now. They are largely respon- a situation created that would be tion, another volley rang out and
sible for some of the murders that chaotic.
• I, , cut the Negro down. He toppled
3. It is altogether possible, if I backward into a ditch. My brothhave been committe. There a r e
• sections of our state
where a Ne- not probable. that criminal attacks er leaped into the ditch and took
— IISY BUY OF THI YIAR —
gro can be ahot down like a man- , would increase.
the Negro's head in his lap. The
gy dog and the murderer set free. i 4. It would retard the progress rich, red American blood gushed
Also. a lot of half-baked poli- i of white children because the col- out. He was dead, but my brothticians bleat like screaming idiots ', ored people are not ready.
er is still alive, and he said, "Evabout the Negro. I heard one say, I If, like many northern states, cry time I see the face of a black
man, there o only love in my
heart for him
Once in a train wreck, a line
filled with deadly steam. The Negro porter pat his strong body
(Model 1 21.1
against the door and losed it, cutting off the flow of steam. but in
Featvripi:
I so doing, he was latally burned.
FULLY AUTOMATIC $O POUND CAPACITY FREEZE
When the doctors came through
giving first-aid they stopped by
DAIRY BAR
him. He said, "No sir, not me,
that little white girl." They had
$ YEARS GUARANTEE
Mississippi and Mclemore
not seen the child. They gave lust
MR. WALTERS, prop.
aid to her and turned to help the
! Negro, but he was dead.
Dr. George W. Truett said.
I "When I remember that it was a
Negro who took the cross of my j
906 VANCE AVENUE
— 559 MISSISSIPPI BLVD.
Savior upon his strong shoulders
1252 FLORIDA AVENUE
and bore it for Jesus, when from
loss of blood he fell under the
load, I will say. God's blessings
on the blak man forever.
I will never consider myself better than any other human being
that God has crested upon this
earth.

(3) Where did the Negro come from: 'Ion'
There are some false impressions and conceptions that we need to fight bitterly today. Some of our

GRAND OPENING
Friday, Saturday, September 28-29

The ROYAL FOOD STORE
40 Linden of Wallington
Open 7:00 AM.to9:00 P.M.
Sunday 7:00 P.M. ti I 12:00 NOON
PRIZI5 AND SURPRISIS FOR EVERYONE!

Complete line of Groceries
Quality Meats — Fresh Vegetables
Store operated under colored management

Be sure and Come in for FREE Prize
MISS ALBERTA THOMPSON, Manager

Race Baiter Hits
Tenn. Constable
ie

g

Try Sterling

Salt Is Big Thing
In Human Diet

While They Last!

why Ancient Age can say:

"IF
YOU CAN
FIND A BETTER
BOURBON
...BUY IT!"
AN VP_ dIftf ti) is Iserittiay straight
bourbon.
We linos. that bourbon 01 stir hneot
quality requtres choice grams. That's
all we use. %S'e know it calls for the
greatest skill in distilling. The men
who guide the making of Ancient Age
are the most experienced in the indite
we. And it takes lots of time. That's
why we wait six full years for careful
aging to bring the quality ingredients
ti their peak of maturity.

And to safeeitard the uniformusiiu of Ancient Age, we diva/ it at one
filar, only.., at the Ancient Age distillery in Frankfort, Keniwky.—.the
heart of the bourbon country.
Nothinghas been spared to make
ere lent Age the greatest bourbon of
thron all. We invite you to try it tonight. After one taste, you'll under.
stand why we can make the hallenge:
"If tou can find a better bourbon ...
bit) it!"

tttincage
min MAIM MN USW •

YEA13 OLD

• i955 ASCILNI AGE DISIILLING CO., FRANKFORT, KY.

$100.00 Trade-In Alliance On

Giant 12 cubic ft.
REFRIGERATORS

Get Acquainted Special

MOTORS CLEANED
with this ad and '3.00

WALTERS ESSO SERVICE CENTER

ADVANCE FURNITURE CO.

Brighten Your Home --

AT WONDERFUL SAVINGS!
Replace that worn-out floor covering
at

LONGWEAR PAINT & LINOLEUM CO.
(Formerly Bellevue Trading Post)

2330 SO. BELLEVUE
Next To

Bellevue Drive-In Theatre

FALL SALE ON RUGS
Sturdy, Colorful 9x12
LINOLEUM RUGS, $3.95 EACH

Limited Offer!

Come In Today!
1480
)14 EVERY
DIAL

WLOK booth, Tri-State Fair - Merchant's Building,
OCTOBER 4, 5, 6 & 7

Defense Chief
'Resting Well
Hint
WASHINGTON — (INS) — Defense Secretary Charles E. Wilson's physicians reported that he
"had a comfortable night and ordered a big breakfast" yesterday
following his operation for a benigned prostatic condition Monday.
i The physicians added that the
I cabinet member is making "Wis.:
factory progress." The operation'
wee to remove tissue obstructing
the urinary tract.
There In no soda in soda water.
Carbon/dioxide gas, held under,
pressure, is generally used.

Gilbey's Gin is the
one gin distilled
in 11 countries
and served
'round the.
world!
Try it awl see why

LADIES!
WILL YOU GAtAill $2 ON A "UCKY
MONEY" PACKAGEt eortIoNts generous
poly el 'moiety perfoote IIwid lead
pers000llsed
coliN
.
111'S noofehlog eorrratot 5, boovrifol .1motored Iod• plastic vase 515 Vele*.
Send Mont% end day el teirflt Ne C
D
Ortior leder
AWNICANA
3111) E. 2111'tt St , How Peril 10, MY.
PP

Gilbey's Gin
Gitbey s Distilled London Ory Gin
90 Proof 100% Grain fleetest Spirits.
W. & A. Gilkey, ltd., Cincinsati, Ohio

•
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TRI-STATE REFERRER

William Grant Nabors
To Play Here Nov. 9

SAT., SE

29, 1956

/
fs.)

the eighth United Nations session, Agent for Extension Service, and
told his frequently applauding Jesse Mason, County Supervisoraudience that, Eisenhower, "with- at-large of FHA (Marion). The
out fanfare has acted were oth- discussion was summarized by T.
(SPECIAL TO DEFENDER)
November 9, is the date and beau-,
era just (aliger."
R. Betton, State Negro Extension
I tiful Bruce Hall is the place at
For several years the LeMoyne
"The stntus of the Negro today service supervisor.
8:15 in the evening.
••••..
College Alumni Association has
is higher than ever before te- FORM COMM FITE F.S
All alumni and friends will
EDITOR TRI-STATE DEFENDER
given
as
its
annual
project a play.
cause of President Eisenhower,' President Lawrence A. Davis
want to see and hear this young
1 Carey said.
of AM and N .ollege made the This year it will vary from this man who has been proclaimed as
in presenting a rare piano talent,
In a long list of Esisenhower main address. In IN; address. Dr.
a music genius. He delighted the ;
Davis
stated that the college is 14-year-olu 'William Grant Nabors. music 1mere
achievements he cited J. Ernest
when he appeared i
•
; recital at A&1 State university reWe have valid reason to be- who can testily that the policy Wilkins, assistant secretary of la' vitally intereested in adopting
an educational program that will
cently. They predicted for him
dove that Maj. Gen. Lewis B.I of the Selective Service has been bor, and Seovel Richardson. the
meet the needs and be of servchairman
a brilliant future.
of
the
Federal
Parole
Hershey's intervention in the Atty.' violated to satisfy the whims and
The young people as well as '
desires of unjust board members. Board, and described Washing- ice to the people of the state
'red Gray case is justifiable. Atty.
(Continued from page 11
adults of the city wil; do themI shall never forget one of a ton, D. C.. as "a brand new and stands ready to render such
, service.
;ray, of Montgomery, Ala., who number that came to my atten- city.
---Y•"
for sure, but members pro- , selves well to mark the date on
I Dr. James Hudson of Winrock up
s abio a minister was re-classified tion while serving in the Marine ,, HELP OUST EASTLAND
tested making a change less their calendars. Many rememher him from a Jew vears past
:-A 'by the local draft board, this Corps during World War 11. A: He warned against vain; for Farm addressed the group and than a fully integrated situayear AFTER it was learned he sham shinny, obviously physical_ the president and tor Democratic appealed to them to pool their tion. They felt they
should have when he appeared in recital for
was taking an active part in the ly unfit near middle-aged man was Congressmen. "Eisenhower will assets and establish business en- some one man with a voice nab. the men of the Abe Scharff YMCA.
dontgomery Ivus boycott. It was sent to the base where I was la. write a still better record for hu- terprise that will create more er than three men with no voice. His encores were inany. Being oldsear the peak of intensity of the cated. The recruit had suffered a man rights but it is important that , employment in rural areas. He
Mr. Fuller, warning that if "the er now we can expect much inure
soycott, when white leaders of glancing kick in the grain while he has a Republican Congress.' I also advised the group on business bickering" continues and enroll- in the way of performance but
investments.
:be hard-core, pro-seg stripe were handling a mule in Arkansas. The Carey said Mississippi
merit of boys does not come up it cannot keep the audience any
Negroes
Other persons present w e r e: ;someone would have to be drop- more spell oound than they were
reeking desperately to; any device' man told me that he had report- have launched
Operation Post- Robert Haynie,
state supervisor Iped front the Negro statf, defend- at his first performance here,
4 smash the leadership of t h
ed his condition to nis draft board card in which they pleml to Northof agriculture; 0. It. Holiday, led the change.
The young artist completely igitrike, that the board discovered and that it was known to the ern Negroes: "In
the name of God dean of
agriculture. AM and N "There we had a council with; nores popular musis that most
Atty. Gray could be silenced by doctor at the induction center. Yet, go out and vote
to put Eastland college; Luther
Gill. foreman of in a council sad the national bod y . youngsters crave. He thinks only
:he draft.
, because a draft board member out of office."
I Bob Adair Drilling Co.. Smack- said the situation had to be cor
No time was lost in re-clas- wanted to get him out of the corn-!
al numbors. He plays
While they can not vote the over: S. V. Clemmons, vice pres- rected."
Bfach
ci,aB
ifying him.
sseiecthoven, Dett. Chopin and
he said. "If they don't o
munity and into a uniform, he, Mississippian out of office,
Carey ident State Farm Bureau; U. S. , want to participate in scouting
Here we have an instance of had been ruled fit for service.
as other composers with ease and'
I explained, their help to election of Bond, St. Francis County Land- set up by the national
proficiency. The more difficult the ;
.he attempted use of the draft as
council,
The Marine Corps, of course.
; numbers the better he likes them. ,
I club to remove from community had him out of camp within less a Republican Congress would strip owner; C. T. Cobb, bookkeeper for ;they can't participate."
Eastland of chairmanship of the Black Fish Gin Co-Op; B. C. WilThe Negro leaders answer that
Mrs. Ann Hall is chairman of
he a citizen who is considered than 24 hours — unfit for duty in
all-important Judiciary commit- liams, instructor of agriculture. the national council suggests the i the project, 1. R.
indesirable. If the attorney was that branch of the service.
McLemore co- ,
tee.
Lincoln High school, Forrest City; "district" breakdown and not the chairman, Mrs. Letitia Poston has
Higible for draft BEFORE the
We are confident the Selective
•
loycott, the board should not Service system wants to maintain ;1 Southerners chair msny import- John B. Clark, St. Fe ancis Coun- divisional setup and contend there charge of ticket sales and Mrs. I
•
ant committees when the Demo- ty extension agent. P. S. Jack- should be conformity all t h e Charle P. Roland, is in charge of
tave waited until it found that he , a •glevel
AFTER 11 YEARS these two
time in Oak Grove, La. Mrs.
g ., and we
son, president of Black Fish Gin way.
publicity.
was a staunch fighter for c i v i I wholeheartedly endorse such. The crats control Congress.
Williams,
sisters,
Mrs.
Estella
Davenport
recently met O
To
sett
how serious is the stIoaCo-Op.
ights. If the board found valid i injustices have come from mal- HITS DAWSON
of 6A2 Concord at., and Mrs.
nephew Matthew Williams of
Mr. Pant after he was on the job.
tion,
heer
is
a
list
of
men
who
present
Also
representawere
!ause to defer him BEFORE the administration on some local lev-I Marking his first speech since
Bertha Dam enport. of 0 a kDetroit for the first time in
It was the same with the moving
returning from a 39-day trip to tives from Black Gin Co., Au- held positions in 1954 but who are of
mycott started, then that cause els,
land,
Calif.. met for the first
33 years.
the
office
now
from
more
Beale
or
less
too
inactive.
the
This
vergne:
Peoples
MarGin
Co-Op.
was still valid after the strike got
The NAACP is to be commend- the Middle cast, :erey scored
141 and id building.
is
partial's
g
of
Justa
them:
inderway.
• ed for requs.,sting intervention in Cong. William L. Dawson s weak ianna: Phillips County Gin Co-Op,
Watkinsindicated his main
J. L. Nelson, division chairman;
The only icason the Gray sit- this case. Whether or not Atty.' stand on civil rights during the I West Helena 7 Grant Gin Co-Op,
Dr. W. W. Gibson. vice-chairman; I beef presently is the fact he is
Marianand
Black
Fish Gin Cotation has gotten nation - wide Gray has to don a uniform, Ala- Democratic Nationsl Convention,
Colorado B. Johnson, vice-chair- not kept up on council moves,
tublicity is due to the fact that bailie and the nation understands
Carey called "treacherous and Op. Heth.
man; Rev. P. A. Andrews, see- even his own committee actions,
The group was entertained at
te figured in a revolutionary up- now that bigoted action from a shameful" Dawson's refusal to
retary; Rev. J. A. McDaniel, di- i for that matter
icaval in the cradle of the con- draft board can and will be chal- take a stand "on this thing call- 5 p.m. with a dinner at the home vision commissioner: Rev. S.
One other recent thing which
A.
; of Mr. and Mrs. U, S. Bond in
ederacy.
lenged and that evidently there is ed civil rights."
Owen and Dr. Hollis F. Price, Negro leaders said smacked of
; Madison.
There are many of our people an ear of integrity to listen.
members-at-large; L. 0. swingler. unfairness was the firing of Mn,
In 3Iemph,s to preside over '
public relations, and Prof. A. B. • Mabel K. Campbell when the
hearings of the PresinenCs CornBland, a man who held almost change to the 11 and M build.
mittee cn Employment Policy,
The Bellevue Park, located at
our attention was called to the Carey, an AMF.
log was eltected. They say she
every position with the council.
minister. was
would have had six years this
These anti others, for the most
Aiii,:euth Bellevue and South Parkway I Bellevue Park situation by a num- presented by Atty. Herbert HarOctober and that this is more
her
part,
of
NJ's
phone
say
and
this:
We
don't
do
correspond-;
per, candidate from the state's
.ast, is somethin of a 13arathan most ol the white. girls in
ence from interested itizens.
, any thing for the program, we
(Continued
from
page
1)
Ninth
Congressional
district
oplox in our pattern of life in this,
don't do anything against it. . the other office.
We learned that the Nth Ward posing Cliff Davis, Democratic
al, and Frederick Eckner, presi- They wanted to run the whole
!ommunity. It is located in a Pre- Civic club has manitested
Mrs. Campbell, who says she
some incumbent
dent of Metropolitan Life.
asked Thurman Frazier, assistant
show, let them run it.
lominantly Negro neighborhood. interest in getting a change in
Other present members of the
Under the "people-to-people" • Just about everything the for- I scout executive. in April if they
vhere there are hundreds of Ne- policy of the park.
GOP slate, v..hich inciudes three program private organisations and mer scout leaders
will say is planned to close the office and
tr.° children, yet it is designated , It is revealed alsc that two
Negroes running fof the state leg- private citizens will try to
make ("off the record," They say they was told she would be notified.
'or use by whites. Hence the use or three Negro residents in the
islature, were presented.
more persona' confact with sub- don't want to further injure the said she was given a week'
- 5 noif this facility has not kept pace area opposed the use of the fatice by telephone and a month's
jugated persons and sell them program.
with the chaaging racial pattern [edits, by Negroes. We have talked
; America's aims of "peace and
These few quotes probably sum 1 pay.
if the neighborhood. Whites are with several home owners in the
Mr. Puller says the council is
up their attitude:
prosperity."
!taming from other areas to use vicinity and each denies taking
under
fire by the Community Chest
The
From
JohnsonColorado
President
SP
;d
governWhen
tint
he park, while Negaies arc de- such a stand.
ment ran only point the way .1 was in scouting l put my whole for having more leaders than the
; Prof. Charles Washburn. of
lied full use of it.
toward "creating urserstanding heart into mu. But I refuse to number of registered boys merit
We won't term our responsible 1388 South P.trkway E.. said that
(Continued from page
between peoeles." Ile said private be a figure head for any organ- and that if enrollment stays low
tity officials enjust for this situa: the a;th Wart Civic club had resomeone will have to be cut off
ion, rather we are inclined to j quested the Park Commission to' Bramlett saii in Traffic Court industry and private citizens must ization. They want to do all the i
"as it last resort."
thinking
for
us.
.told
this
us
is
they
play
chased
a
giant
Mr.
role.
Wilkes'
car
up
'eel that they have not given evalu- allow Negroes to use the Park.
Explaining why notices were not
the way it's going to be, like it
ition to the proper use of the fa2
-We have ceen working on the to 95 miles an hour w:thout catch- I ''In short," he slid: "what we
forthcoming on hiring Mr. Font.
.1 left it.
leave it,
or
ing
him.
must
to
do
every
widen
is
posOfficer
BramItett
waited
!Oily.
matter for sometime. I think it
Mr.
Fuller said 'We had to move
"With things as they are I think
We have been advised that would be fine if we could get the , outside with others who were in 1 sible chink 'n the Iron Curtain the Negro
Boy Scouts should be fast to get a good man like him.
the
bring
car
and
the
and
Russia,
family
did
of
not
see
what
proposals
been
have
presentparli
wo
for the use of our people," ,
I think it would have been nice
took place inside.
or of any other country behind abolished and another outfit doto city officials. They are: he said.
to let them . know what was taksimilar
established."
work
ing
'
I the Iron Curtain. . .cioser to our
II) That a supervised play
We feel that the time has, RAPS OFFICER
Prof. Bland, principal of Les- ing place."
Several witnesses who appeared I circle and show how we do it."
program be launched there for come when some action should be
Mr. Fuller said he would like
High school — "I am finanter
I
Eisenhower
Mr.
told the group
Negroes — with whites parti- taken on this matter. The Mem-I in court with Mr. Wilkes said he
Novem- to see a phenomenal" growth in
until
cially
this
active
eipating if they come to the phis and Shelby county council of. made no attempt to resist arrest that the purpose of the program ber"
Negro boy participation and we
tollleb in None
park;
Civic clubs can be of aid in get- merely crouched to ward of some "is the most worthwhile in the
Rev. S. A. Owen, minister Me- can do it if they will put aside
world today — to help build the
(2) And that the park be des- ting action. And, we have reason of the blows.
../
;
personal feeling and grievances
tropolitan Baptist church
ignated for use of Negroes only. to feel that cooperation can be ob- Mr. Boozoff said the workers in road to enduring peace."
think that under the present set- and do something for the boys.
Dne is an eminently fair and pro- tamed from the City Administra- the plant who witnessed the inciita
eandurtgoe b
all ato pget
ag
up I won't have much time to "I invite
us
rin
UXC
1 tion.
zressive one.
together and try
dent had complained through
give to the program."
At that special time of day o hen,
their union.
asked what was the big- gram of scouting to the boys
Soil
orries and cares ...
51ratoN &who
en heard answer was — "We can- and bury the petty bickering. 1 that', the time for Bourbon de Lux,
"I'm
trying
to
be
fair
about
It's a vicious,
yet a
left- determination of the average NeThere
seems to be some under; not interest ourselves as long as
1 es. relax de luxe
this," Mr. Bosoff said, "because
enjoy Bourbon
(Continued from page 1)
handed argument for descgrega- gro to continue waging an unreNegro leadership is disrespect- , current trying to retard scouting
de Luxe.
1
can
under;tand
why
an
offi'
tenting
struggle
for
siatus
the
of
among
Negro
''
bojs."
lion. That's the view of this writ.,.cer might become angry after a chological Association disputed Dr. , ed •
citizenship denied him.
Mr, •Fuller said "The interracial
From one's letter of resignation
eV with regard to the special sub-i
KENTUCKY'S BEST—YET COSTS NO MORE!
chase like that and almost be- McGurk's conclusions. Speaking
Where the oppoiition to intecommittee will meet soon and all
statements;
-1
that
reel
these
for
the
Dr.
group.
Pfaffmann
Carl
committee hearing being conduct- gration looks only at what it terms ing wrecked. But we have our
THE
BOURBON DE LUXE COMPANY,DIVISION OF NATIONAL DISTILLERS
these
things
will
talked
be
out.
,
statements:
that
feel
,
"I
these
of Brown university said•
CORPORATION, LOUISVILLE, KY. KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON PRODUCTS
ed on the integration of Washing- the results ;he Negre sees and courts to puniah people and the
carry on.. .1 find , If we could just get together we
longer
no
can
I
"It
not
is
possible
WHISKEY,
say
to
on
officers have no right to conBOTTLED IN BOND, 100 PROOF
ton, D. C. schools,
feels the causes which extend back
the basis of available evidence that that conditions existing. . •.make:could lick this boy deficit by the
duct
themselves
as this officer
The reactionaries who a r e to slavery. The hearings may be
Negroes has c inherently lower it,impossible for me to make any ' end of the year."
sponsoring this prokect fail to real- likened to a one-eyed mule. . .Can did."
worth while contribution or our
learning capacity than whites.
ire that a New Negri, has risen; see from only one side.
, "The reason is that the only tests program."
in The South and in this nation. I Our people will not forget the ington. D. C. in import. The in- which have been employed — and
As the program stands now J.
Extras Optional
Though the findings reported at political party, nor the individuals tended implication :s that by and I this is true of all intelligence tests A. Beauchamp, of the Central di• Cos. Top
• Button Nolo,
•
Foot
Control
*e hearing may stiffen
re- responsible for the bianket indict. large all Negroes are unfit to par- — are influenced by environment- vision; Fred Harris, of the South
•• Light%
• Attochrronts
of
Pant,
division,
Wendell
on the one hand to inte- ment of our teachers and sturents. ticipate in integrated study.
and
,e
al experiences. You are asking a
North division, work out of
it on the other fires the The hearing is not limited to WashHowever, Louisville. Ky., which man to perform. Not only is his the
the council headquarters on
is farther South than Washington skill in the use of language inMain,
has given the lie to that. The city, volved. nut also even the motivaMr. Harris said there was sometion and general attitude with
*
is a glowing example of what can
which he approaches the test. thing said about them not being
be done through leadership with I
"I think that in terms of the able to use the same restroom
vision, ability and courage, a n d evidence that Dr. MeGurk's con- "because of Tennessee law" but
$1.25 Week
through the cooperation of the ma-1 clusions are unwarranted. this man that nothing more had been said
bird thirlit
jority of citizens, who must be is taking test differences at face about it and that they have not
The Freshest, Tastiest Chicken You've Ever Eaten
value Most psychologists are skep- practiced going to the basement.
; above the norm in intelligence for, tical of taking
He admitted boys were down
an ytest differencFOR FREE
j the area.
'now but added that "under the
es at face value."
HOME DEMONSTRATION
RECONDITIONED
new setup there is a possibility
Within 150 Milos of Memphis
Out-of-Town Inquiries Invittul
of more boys getting better scouting in the near future."
FURNITURE
Open 'Til 9 P. M.
Musical Instruments for School
The interracial committee head301 S. MAIN
& APPL.
ed by Howard Grube is the "goNew Carl Fisher, Fontaine, Wood Clarinets
between" for the Negro units and
Gctzen Trumpets and Trombones - Artley Flutes
the council. However, this committee's function has been less
Only
than satisfactory. It has five Ne10.00 Down
gro members, one each from
5.00 Nest Month
the three divisions and President Levi Watkins. of S. A. Owen
5.00 Next Meath
111 Madison Ave.
Junior college and Dr. S. A.
$20.00 APPLIES ON
Memphis, Tenn.
Owen
as members-at-large.
"Tests Thrill Of The Deep South"'
PURCHASE IF RETAINED
Mr. Watkins indicated his main
Homo ed the Bands
learned of the recent hiring of

by L. Alex Wi/sosn
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The NAACP Is To Be Commended

Boy Scouts

e

RELAX DE LUXE

Bellevue Park, A Kind Of Paradox

Walker

up

Police
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eLUXE
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Hearings Like A One-Eyed Mule

Fall Sewing Special
"SINGER"
Portable Sewing Machine

ACRONIZED
PURNELL'S PRIDE

95

Call JA 6-3862

RENT TO BUY

U.S.
INSPECTED
U.S.
GRADE A

Mutual Sewing Machine

JA.

Colic Stoltz
Music Co.

Main at Gayoso - Union at Kimbrough

THE ONLY U.S.
INSPECTED
AND

U. S. Graded
FRESH

1

CHICKEN
On The Memphis Market

ONE POUND

Your Choice of . . .

MILD or HOT

NET WEIGHT

City a Memphis Inspected and &mood

1st, 20

A large portion of our clientele at the Main Street
store hove been demanding a

CALF SKIN SHOE

Try

styled in the KID SKIN MANNER
We at Julius Lewis are now iappy to announce
we have this custom shoe for you.

CRIBBS'
Mild, Whole Hog

THE BEAU EBONY

COUNTRY SAUSAGE

2750

PURE PORK
CONTENTS: Whole Hog, Solt, Block Pepper, Sep, and Pod Pepper

J. H. CRIBBS
2870 Starling Pl.

Memphis, Tenn,

Tel, 34-1229

THE ORANGE MOUND
Both in the popular single stitch
FRANK
bal for all occasion wear ... In
BROTHERS
handsome light tan or black
SHOES
calfskin.
Prompt attention to mail and phone orders.

'
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TRI-STATE DU

BET/11E0E11 BAPTIST
Delivering the main address will Sunday at 3 p. m There will be sponsored by the Missionary SoA Tri-State Preachers' Conven- dynamic Miss Lucy Campbell
Bethlehem's cona Tgation will be the pastor Rev. W. H. Mos- a guest speaker.
ciety will continence at 8 p. m. tion will be held at the First Bap- mer Booker Waskiington Iaac
observe Good ellow's Day Sunday, by. It will be heard at 11 a. in.
Getting the Suniay scnuol un- Mrs. Loudella Addison is the press- tist church East Memphis Sun- , and national musks! director 41
asi
All funds will be donated to The choirs of the shuach will ren- der way at 9 a. m. will be Super- dent.
day at 3 p.m. Ministers of Ar- the Baptist convention. Amid the
the Goodfellows. Jessie Ellis is the derthe music.
1 intendent A. J. Terry. The pasDr. F. L. Stephen will conduct kansas, Mississippi, and Tennes- theme "Forward Onward In The
chairman.
Sunday school hagins at 9:15 tor Rev. 0. C. Collins will pre- the Sunday sahool at 9:30 a. m. see will combine their talent to March For Christ" the congreSunday schaal will be supervis- a. na William Davis is the super- side during the morning worship at At 11 a. m. the monring wor- make this a memorable occasion. gation to zoom to unprecedented
ed by B. IL Holman. There will intendent.
11 a. m. Murk W.11 be provided ship will be held. The pastor Rev. All captains of the church are heights i•ti4as its 1956 observance.
be a sermon at 11 a m.
sponsors.
, 1 The Baptist Training Union at by the church choirs.
The wouellitis chorus will furnish
0. C. Crivens will preside,
The Baptist Training Union will; 6:30 p. m. will he under the
Rev. H. C. Cherry is the pas. the music for the program which
There will be a sermon at 7:30
The Baptist Training Union will
convent at 6:30 p.m, James Peo- supervision of Mrs. Easter Charles.
, begins at 3 p. m.
tor.
p. m
be held at 6:30 p. m.
school superintendent. Rev. H. C. plea is the director.
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
A musical will be held at 8
i An inspiring sermon by the pasThe public is invited.
St. Stephen will visit with the EBENEZER BAPTIST
The evening service will be held P. al.
Annual Sunday School Day was Nabrit is the minister,
ST. STEPHEN BAPTIST
Claiming the spotlight as Even- tor Rev. E. Slay will be heard
Vollentine baptist church at 3 p.m.
The general chairman of the at 7 30.
observed at the First Baptist
PROGRESSIVE BAPTIST
1 Missionary Candlelight service mon. Rev. W. M. Fields is the ezer Baptist church Sunday will at il a. m.
church .Lauderdale last Sunday.; Day was Miss Alma Roach.
ST. JUDE BAPTIST
Attention at Progressive Baptist will mark the culmination of Sun-, host pastor.
be Annual Men and Women Day.
Mrs. Ernestine Jenkins is the
A special program featuring
It will be Mission Day for the church is centered on Junior' day's worship at St. Stephen Bap- r FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
JAMES AME
Adding further so- the anticipated chairman and Mrs Clara Block•
,panel discussion on -What Can The ST*
success of the occasion will be the wood is the co-chairman.
The Senior Missionary Society St. Jude membership, Sunday. Usher Day. It will be celebrated tist church. ,The service which is; EAST MEMPHIS
Church School Do through Christ-1 passed out unique 'Stay At Home ,
Ian Education to Prepare Y
Tea" envelopes to benefit its proof The Community for Integra- gram Sunday at 3 p. m. Mem- ,
Lon?" afforded maximum enter- bers are supposed to sip the tea
tainment as well as ealightment.
which the envelopes contain at
Discussing the tiraely subject was
home and slip a s.ntribution in
a roster of competent well-known the envelope and return it. Evancivic leaders: Miss Quanita Wilgelist Rheola Jackson is the pre- '
liamson a LeMoyne college in- sident.
Structor Mrs. Ernest Abron a;
William Jackson will conduct the
Hamilton High school teacher and
a member of Metropolitan Baptist Sunday school at 9:15 a. m. At
Yes Madame,
church Samuel Brown a mem- 11 a. m. the pastor Rev. H. M.
ber of Centenary Methodist church Nelson will officiate. Directing the
It is very hard to get in line
and Dr. Clara Brawner a local ACE League at 8 p. m. will bej
with
Whitson.
the heartier desserts aftdirectress
Mrs.
Dora
the
physician and a member of St.
Devotion and a aerneon are set
er the summer razzle-dazzle of
John Baptist church. Miss Willa
:34cWilliam a teacher at Manass- for 730 p. m.
melons-ices and Ice Cream.
Mrs, Thelma McKissie is the
as High school was moderator.
These wintery winds are calls' J. U. Rhodes is the Sunday church reporter.
ing out for the nutrition that
comes with Jack Sprat enriched
wheat flour. That real honest
energy giving nourishment.
Those warm desserts that leave
you feeling so good.

(
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Charge GoreMade
1Threats To Staff

This dessert is just as good
served to your neighborhood
club as to Dad and the small
fry.

-PO

TALLAHASSEE, Fla.-.—Dr .George W. Gore, president
-of Florida A & M university, has been charged with deliver:•••,_,Ing an ultimatum to college staff members demanding that 1
:they end participation in the boycott of Tallahassee buses.
The Tallahassee Inter-Civic council said in a news releas. that Dr. Gore told the
Mk•

GINGERBREAD UPSIDE

You

faculty, staff had employes of the to cease operations until a pledge
school:
by white residents allowed it to
'Either you are loyal to the resume service on a limited basis..
University or loyal to something
Many university personnel have '
out there; cast your lot with this been active in the boycott since
- ship or get off. You can't be loyal it was first initiated.
The trials of 11 Negroes arrestto both."
ed for transporting Negro restCALLS FACULTY
The council said Dr. Gore had dents in alleged violation of state
previously called in about 20 mein- law has been re-scheduled for Oct. i
bers of the faculty and that they i 4,
"were given essentially the same;
ultimatum that was given to the
general body."
A spokesman for the university told the Defender that Dr.
Gore did ask staff members to
end participation in the bus boy -,
cott, but denied that any threats' make
bad been made.
Dr. Gore was not available for
comment, but he was quoted by
one source as saying that it is
not the intention of the university
to interfere in anyway with the Negro star Hank Aaron and
rights of individuals" and that Don Newcombe have been named
''nobody has been fired and no. to the 1956 Look Magazine All
body is going to get fired — if America Baseball team by votes
of the 53 major league broadcast.
we keep our heads."
ers and telecasters, it was anFEARS FOR FUNDS
Dr. Gore is reported to have nounced today.
said that the situation has become Aaron, who sparked the Milwata
worse instead of better and that ;Isee Braves' attack, received 134
the university has lost influen- out of a possible 159 points in the
tial friends because some staff balloting to win his place with
members are active in the racial Mickey Mantle and Ted Williams
in the All America outfield, the
protest.
According to the spokesman, Dr. new issue of Look Magazine said
Gore told the staff that the uni- in disclosing the selections.
versity's appropriation might bet Big Don Newcombe, mainstay
hurt in the legislature if such ac- of the Dodgers' hard - pressed
, mound corps, was designated,
tivities continued.
The protest movement was start- ' along with the White Sox nifty
ed when twa Florida .AtIM coeds southpaw. Billy Pierce. for A I 1
were arrested for taking seats on America pitching honors.
a bus reserved for white passen- Additionally, the Redlegs' amazi n g rookie, Frank Robinson.
ger!
was tapped for All National
BOYCOTT EFFECTIVE
Although the girls were not League honors in the outfield. Look
brought to trial, students on the reports. and Ernie Banks of the
campus organized a boycott of Cubs won the shortstop slot.
buses. Atfter a cross was burn- The Yankees amazing Mickey
ed on the campus the protest Mantle easily ran away with top
moternent spread to the town and honors in the Look All America
wae organized under the minisivoting, polling 157 out of a possible
159 points. His teammate. Yogi
terial alliance.
Sn effectit e was the boycott Berra. was the overwhelming
that the transit lines was forced choice for catcher.

may be one of the
MANY LUCKY
WINNERS of
glorious RCA

COLOR
TV SET ...

aron Newk
LooKS
1956 Team

DOWN CAKE
2 eggs
'i cup sour cream
It cup molasses
12 cup brown sugar
1 1,2 sups Jack Sprat flour
1 teaspoon ginger
1 teaspoon soda
cup melted butter
Beat eggs well, add sour
cream, molasses and sugar.
Stir in Jack Sprat flour sifted
with soda and ginger. Add butter. beat well.

This is YOUR invitation to
COME TO BIG STAR AND REGISTER!

DEATH TO LICE!

I-200
KILLS IN
15 MINUTES
hi easy to get rid of
dirty. itchy head and
crab lice. A.200 kilts
these dangerous parasites on contact
_within 15 minutes.
Easy to apply, easy to remrami,
A-200 is non-poisonous, non-ireatSag. leaves no tell-tale odor. Dabs not
harm clothing. One applicaalai

dos

do it. At all druagist‘

Board member Hugh M. Smith.
who is gi neril manager of WCOV.
TV, said. "If Gen. Hershey has
the authority to
over-rule our
National Board then our usefulness is ended I must necessarily
resign as my conscience would
never allow inn to vote for the
' induction of any registered person
;. while Fred Gray is allowed by ad - 1
ministrative order to evade his
responsibilities to his country.
6. C. Gilder and Dick Grable
also resigned.
Member Glen Harrison. who said,
he may resign later declared:
"I just want to stay and see how
much further this thing will go.
I am going to stay and sefi how
rotten it will get."

Registration is FREE ... no purchase required. You do NOT
have to be present at time of drawing to be the winner! Come
to Big Star OFTEN ... Register OFTEN ... the more frequently
you register, the BETTER your chance to be one of the many
winners! Drawing will be held at EACH store October 20 .. •
Here's hoping YOU are one of the MANY WINNERS!
Every Big Star listed on these pages is giving away absolutely
FREE a thrillingly lovely

RCA COLOR TV SET . . .
From now on, the television networks will be presenting a veritable PARADE of spectacular shows in COLOR . .. and tho winners of these grand RCA COLOR SETS will truly EXULT over
their good fortune!
-1, 1

WHY NOT DEVELOP YOUR TALENT?
54.

BIG STAR Food Stores are barmy In offer hors and rirls an onnortunity to express their talent bv medium of radio. Thesa little
eirls presented a wonderful program to the vast Mid•South audience over station WDIA on a recent Bit; Star show. Genial A. C.
Williams is master of ceremonies. First row left to right: Bobbie

Melt 1-4 cup butter in frying
pan, add 1-3 cup dark brown
sugar and stir until sirupy. Arrange pear halves (6 to Si hollow side down in sirup. Pour
over thin ginger bread mixture
and bake 25 to 35 minutes in a
moderate oven 325 degrees F.
Loosen edges and turn out on
serving dish. Serve warm with
or without plain or whipped
cream.
Your guest or family will be
delighted with how good gingerbread can he when made svith
Jack Sprat enriched wheat
flour.
Bye for now,
.Iana Porter

0‘1"wiveg

Ala. Board Quits
Over Fred Gray
MONTGOMERY, Ala —(INS); I-A when it determined that his
— Four members of the Mont- duties as a minister occupied Jess
gomery County Draft board have than half his working time.
resigned because National SelecThe state and the National
tive Service Director Lewis Her- presidential Board upheld thata
shey postponed the drafting of a classification on appeal. hut HerNegro attorney.
shey stepped in to postpone Gray's
The fifth board n.ember said he induction indefinitely. Gen. Hershwould remain on the board tO ey• said he had new evidence that
see how rotten it w ill get: Ill Gray is a fulltime minister.
probably resign later.''
' Board Chairman F. A. Miller,
The protest was against the acin resigoing said. "The National
tion Hershey took in the case of
Director has yielded to politic-al
Atty. Fred Gray who represented
pressure. . :the decision of thei
Negroes recently in; connection'
with the much-publicized boycott National Director to play politics
of buses by the city's Negro resi- with draftees renders my position
as chairman of Local 'Board 51
dents.
untenable and therefore 1 re
The local hoard classified him sign.•

JANA C. PORTER

span Rb.rikett, Carahlene Wilkes eloria Duncan. Jnelene Johnson
Yvon., vr,r‘lan. Rssalloe tohnsbn 000hlereno Wail'.' Martha Tula
"an. Set:nest row left to right- 111,-s Marlon Wilkes. wrs. Jessie R
Johnson ^nA Alice Wilke. St0-.110- %. front: Edna McCollum. If
• nit would like to smear on 0 row- RI. Star Show. just contact
WBIA and arrange for an audition tryout.
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DOUGLASS HIGH

SAT , SEPT. 29, 1956
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GIFT FROM COR5ILIt

those s °Ling White awl Independare sorry alto yet glad beenSe
any of the three candidates and
their running mates were capable
of holdiog the offke of president
and vice president of the s"dent
Council had they won. s hats,
coats, shoes and socks oft I the
vicitors. Sammie and Sidney', because we know they will take us
High;?
user the to
FRESHMEN SOCK HOP
The Fresh. len '211S in number)
of Douglass ll.gh presented a Sock
Hop (the firs: Dance el the Year)
in the Gymnasium Friday night.
Sept. 21. from 8 p. ni, til late Music was furnished b) our own
Douglass Swingsters. From the
"Chatter her- and rhatter" everySTUDENT COUNCIL ELECTION
one had a r.•al gone time Some
It's all over that is the loud of those "loin up- over the down
speeches etc. of the candidat PS music and that cute thin,t called
and their parties, as of now, Fri• "States Bop- were Ressie tl-nderday, Sept. 21, 1956. 1:30 p. m. be- son. Bobbie Boyd. Johnny Perry,
cause Sammie Fields and Sid- Elecia Blakey. Ivory Hunt. \Vilney Bowen have won the election. liam Ferguson. Loretta and HenThose who voted Maroon air glad rietta Parrish, Alfred Haynes and
and many others.
because their candidates _ won and Yours Trul

The faculty and student body ot
Douglass are happy to have among
, their possessions of trophies a sou
I venir from the Province of French
Mure.cco.
' This Morocco sword was a
, gift ef a graduate ut 1953 who has
traveled erael'eally around the
world and thought *o dearly of his
Alma Mater until he gifted us
with the sword. This very generous and loyal young man is Airman 1st Class Richard K. Bowden, son of Mr and Mrs. John
Bowden of the Douglass Community. Richard is now stationed
with the United States Air Force
in Los Angeles, Calif.

ent
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NOWIOU CAN STOP
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THIS IS IT.los
•

• QUALITY,
• FLAVOR
•

owl tow low

• PRICE!
Rikassw•

YEARS OLD

L.

90 PROOF

hums
FIVE BROTHERS
1104MON %VIII: :I, • Mass

Asa* 1111•1111•9 Csops•vp.

sr Santly

unevas
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IT TAM TO

WIMP
DX. W. HERBERT BREWEast
of
STER, minister
Twigg Baptist church, con•
gratulates L. Alex Wilson, edi•
tor and general manager
of the Tri-State Defender, who

was honored on the church's
"Citizen of the Stonth" program last Sunday in top photo.
Between Dr. Brewster, left,
and Mr. Wilson is the editor's

charming wile. The large rake
on the table was presented
Mr Wilson and the Defender,
Group of (hurth members
look on. In the second picture

the honoree, popular minister
and other program participants are joined by mothers of
are joined hy mothers of the
the church, on right side, and

Price and mistress
(-hell and offering accepted by Parker, Attie
Mrs. Marna Louis
es,
ceremoni
of
!
MaMesdames Annie Lofton, Lois
Joyner.
lone and Drucilla Thomas.
The committee who planned this
The afternoon program consistservice wert: Mrs. A. P.
day's
Baptist
First
the
ed of music by
chairman; Meschoir, prayer by Mrs. Mattic Shep- Suggs, general
Parker, Mary MitMary
dames
Caroline
Mrs.
by
scripture
herd,
Pryor, Mattie ShepAllman, greetings, Mrs. Mamie chell, Frankie
Eula Schumpert.
herd and M
Powell.
Mamie Powell, Mary Parke r,
of the prophase
financial
The
Forum: "Essentials of ChristianSederia Cox as teachers. The lesd
in a very
conducte
was
gram
Clark;
J.
L.
son was reviewed by Mrs. F. S. ity" — Faith — Mrs.
was called a
Love — Mrs. Doris Owens; Hope, unique manner. It
Pryor.
Dean; Giving — Military Rally with the women of
Morning services consisted of — Miss Laurita
Gregory; Works — the church being divided into two
worship conducted by Mrs. W. S. Mrs. Robert
EuroPettis, of Helena; groups representing the
Mable
Mrs.
Smith, pastoral prayer by Mrs.
of
Theaters
Pacific
and
opean
as
served
Williams
Pearlie
Frances Houston, introduction of Mrs.
by I World War II. Mrs Frankie Pry.
accepted
effering
r,
moderato
speaker by Mrs. T. W. Moore-,
en.
MacArthur
ed
is. ' Mesdames Rode Moore, Mary or represent
head, address by Mrs. Elna
with Mesdames Lois Malone. FlorShannon, solo by Mrs. Ethel Mit-

Forrest City & Madison Briefs
B
•

RUBYE F. TURNER

By LOULNIA J. CLARK
c.
The women of Lane Chapel
M. E. church sponsored a most
successful Woman's Day program
the third Sunday 'at September.
Beginning with Sunday School
• . .Mrs. Ida P. Baker served as
superintendent with Mesdames
Pearlie Nash, Rosie Banks and

WHITE STATION
TV SERVICE
•

Mr. C. L. Orr
Expert TV Repairs
All Work Guaranteed
MU 5-8292
4745 Poplar Ave

Riverside SPORTS SHOP
Mr. A. B.

Stewart
Fishing Tackle • Licenses Minnows - Reaches - Crickets-Worms

Open 24 Hours
675 Riverside Or.

JA 6-0724

RAY'S isso

SFIlVICENTER
SERVICE
Atlas Tires - Batteries
Accessories
1073 S Copper ot Southern Ave.
BR 6-9844

ROAD

FENDER & BODY WORKS
3127 Summer Am

"Clothes for The Entire Family"

OPEN A CHARGE
ACCOUNT
214 - 216 SO. MAIN ST.
JA 6-2424

J & Z MOTORS
Mr. Johnny Zonate

46:

USED CARS
SOUGHT - SOLD
TRADED
3021 Lamer Ave.

34.9153

Morrison Realty Co. New South Memphis
M. "Bill" Morrison
W.
3217 SUMMER AVENUE
Phone 34-4423

Mr.

G. D. Hook & Co.

NICHOLS
38-1441

NICHOLS GARAGE
712 Scott St.

Palace Clothing Co.

workers. The
other women
bottom pictures show Mr. and
Mrs. Wilson and Res. Brewster and other program participants, joined by deacons of
the church. (Withers Photo)

REALTORS
Rentals - Insurance
119 MADISON AVENUE
JA 5-5685

34-2361

J. M. PURVIS CO.

C. B.Smith Motor Co.
USED CARS
BOUGHT - SOLD
TRADED
2586 Poplar Ave.

Confectionery Brokers
Try B El Goobers & Rasinets
3387 POPLAR AVE.

Motor Co.
USED CARS

Bought - Sold - Trotted
WH 6-0873
21$8 Florid. Sr.

Wilbanks & Munn
REALTY COMPANY
Residential

Commercial
Farm Property
3544 Pork Ave. Phone 48-3352

CROSSTOWN

Pace's E.SIRVICENTIR

TRANSFER & STORAGE CO.

Mr. D. T. Pace, Owner

(Plaza Bldg 1

2004 CARNES AVENUE

PH. 67-9731

BR 8-4550

Body & Trim, Inc.
Mr. Levis "Pots" Potters
Export Body Trim & Fonder Work
515 Suotts Third St. JA. 7-4613

Suburban Drug Store
Drugs - Sundries - Sickroom
Supplies - Money Orders
Pay All Utility Bills Here
732 1. McLentoro at Mississippi
WH. 4576

Borg & McCargo
Liquor Store
937 POPLAR AVENUE
JA 6-9531

Ph. 34-5557

MEMPHIS

ida Patton, Mlle Price, Ida Baker
and Mary Mitchell as her captains. Mrs. Sederia Cox represented Gen. Eisenhower with Mesdames Eula Schutt:pert, Frances
Houston, Mary Parker, Mattie
Shepherd and Flora Tousant as
her captains.
St. Luke AME church sponsored a successful Men's Day program last week. The committee
in charge were: John B. Clark,
chairman, Willie ',Vynne, Richard
McLeHorace
Freeman and
more.
Mrs. M. C. Jeffers entertained the members ot St. Andrews
Presbyterian church chorus in her
lovely home last week. The youngsponsor, Mrs.
sters and their
R. J. Christmas had a glorious
time playing games and listening
to music. The hostess served delicious hot dogs and limeade.
Our deepest sympathy goes to
Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Jeffers, whose
sister-in-law, Mrs. Anna Jeffers,
passed in Holly Grove.

Bay's Donut Shop

Atlas Tires - Batteries Accessories — ROAD SERVICE
756 E. McLornom at Mississippi
WH 84272

Besplut lai iplid haft
MINIM eyes
Fest Nina .
kW bier, Ind

Albert Cook Plundoing Co.
Plumbing Repairs

Ice Cream Sold Retail
265 E. McLEMORE AVE.
WH 2-9251

Weer Heaton Sold a Unload

F. H. A. Terms
1015 E. Parkway So. BR 1-9810
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Bigger Savings

PORK CHOPS

4=t1Lel.os

END

CENTER CUTS

GREENS

PEPPERS

2

Take Your Pick

Fresh and Green

LB.

LB.
OP.

—saaPr"

POT GRIND

DRIP GRIND 01

MERICAN
lerLas.
COFFEE
TEA CO. • GENERAL OFFICES • Cli

Cirsc

I

COFFEE1
Vacuum
Packed
A NATIONAL
EXCLUSIVE

5
9t

C

FOR

Whole Kernel Corn
"EATMOR"
LIMIT
5

8 oz.
Can

c

LIMIT 2.

1101VIKO SHORTENING 3cLB:75c
35C 2 25c
George Inn Cookies
Save
8c
Pkg.

1 lb.
Pkg.

Standard Tomatoes

Stock up
at this
low price

303
Cans

Lowest Price
in Town
Limit 10

TOP TASTE

PORK

OLEO

SAUSAGE

lib.
Qtrs.

CamplairsTomatoSoup
per
can

FRED MONTESI

1
Morrell's

' lb.
Pkgs.

Limit 3
Advertised Prices Good Only at
Chelsea 44 Thomas Sept. 27-28-29-Oct. 1-7-3

•
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SERVING 1,000.000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
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64391
FAIR FARE

their exhibition policy to include
items which not only interest the
MOM 1 NEWSOM, Acting Managing Wet
What good is the Negro T r
ARITTA J. POLK, Circulation Manager
farmer, out also catch the eye.
States Fair?
and interest of the citydidelier.
IY ANS L. CLIMINT, Advertising Atenegor
That's not a question designed They have had
to remember that
to provoke an argument. It's pri- modern home-makers are almost
Subscription rates: On. yeer, $S; six months, HIS. (2-year special Subscription rote, $10)
mary purpose is to promote con- as mechanizei as the farm, and
The Tri-State Defender Does Net Take ResponaKility Ier unsolicited Manuscripts er Photos.
sideration and discussion of one accordingly
demand modern gadof the oldest Negro-promoted in gets to hold their iotei est at
--fairs
in this section of the or what-have-aou They
Ivory Thursday by the Tri-State Defender Publishing Co. Interest as Second
have had
nation. . .at a time when interest
to make their educational exhibits
Class Metter at the Memphis Post Office March 20, 1932, Under At. of March 2, 1179
in its activities, and even its con&Intuit transplanted classrooms in
tinuation seems at a distressingly
science, electronics, biology a n d
low ebb.
audio-visual aids.
It's reached the point now that
Maybe the' Negro Tr -States
the only really important day at
Fair's trouble stems from right
the event is CHILDREN'S DAY. at that
point. Maybe its promotThe Negro Fair traditionally builds ers need
not only to recognize
up to that day. . sato ebbs away
what has happened to the interest
from it. The Fair has become a of those
who might attend and
three-day affair that has two and
help at Fairs, but also need to rea half days too mans'. Why?
While the South is twisting and wigg- was that kept a sizable proportion of the When the late Dr. L. G. Pat- cognize what has happened to the
ling in a macabre St. Vitus dance over in- school-age population from progressing terson, prominent Memphis Negro iaterest of those who might attend and help at Fairs, but also
tegration, De Paul University, one of the regularly through the grades.
physician and civic leaders, took need to re-shuffle their
approach
leading Catholic institutions for higher
Prompted by this challenge, Binet, after the lead several decades ago to to the public.
learning in the mid-west, made public this examining thousands of children of differ- set up the Negro Tri-State, he No doubt. the Fair promoters
week the appointment of Dr. Frances M. ent ages, devised his now famous psycho- repeatedly made it known that his also need the unsolicited interest
Douglass as chairman of the Department of metric scale which Dr. Goddard introduced major aim was to provide encour- of the rest of the Negro commuPsychology.
in this country in 1910. This is the field to age:dent and help to the Negro nity, if the Negro community feels
Dr. Douglass joined the De Paul faculty which Dr. Douglass devotes much concen- farmer, home•maker, and school that a Negro sponsored Fair should
Thru ycars ot work, sweat, be continued. There's a sneaking
only four years ago with the professional tration. Testing aptitudes and measuring
and even tears, Dr. Patterson suspicion here in the "Shadows"
rank of an associate in the department achievements are no longer left to random achieved marked
success on the that a survey of Nageo interest in
Which she now heads. Her racial identity generalizations, but are now well within the roed toward his goal
The Fair
was no bar to the promotion that came, ac- range of an exact science in so far as pv- became easily the biggest and the continuation of a Negro Fair
cording to the president of the University, chological theories and assumptions can be most widely acclaimed puhlie might be most revealing. For, although it can't be proven from
Dr. J. Comerford O'Malley-solely on the ba- computed and tested in laboratories.
event staged and attended by lo- here, it's a safe bet that one of
sis of superior academic training, scholarThere is, therefore, great significance cal Negroes.
the side effects oi the current
ship and experience.
attached to Dr. Douglass' work and we are Then Came the rains. . .so to integration hassle has been to disA graduate of Fordham University, gratified that De Paul University has ele- speak. Even before Dr. Patterson's rupt, divide, canfuse, and even deN. Y., where she received her doctorate in vated her to the chairmanship of her de- death, the Negro Tri-State Fair stroy Negro ipterest in the creaGeneral Differential Psychology. Dr. Doug- partment, no doubt with the concurrence of was begginntng to creak at t Ii e tion and support of Negro public
lass was on the New York Board of Higher her colleagues, in open recognition of the joints. Only the doctor's dynam- projects Seems like more a n d
Education and on the faculty of St. Joseph importance of the contribution she is mak- ic personality and drive kept it more Negroes are marking time
showing too many
signs . . . Waiting till they can disapCollege or Women in Brooklyn, prior to ing to the field of experimental psychology. from
of creeping paralysis. With t h e pear as Negroes. and lose themher appointment at De Paul.
This is indeed an exhilarating breath of help of other Negro and white
In addition to her administrative duties, air in a period swept by dubious specula- leaders the Negro Fair has man- selves and their identity in the
she teaches a course in Experimental Pay- tions as to the legitimate place and role of aged to come on down to now. larger, all-enfolding white world.
Out of this attitude grows in&chology with tests and measurements as an the Negro in the dynamics of the American
And be it said to the credit creasing frowns at all projects laW integral part of her offering. The subject
culture change. It would be ungracious and of the men who now direct the beled "Negro,'' or prdiects which
she is dealing with is one that has moved ungrateful were we to consider the Doug- institution, a praise-worthy job has are obviously intended primarily
sway from the aura of speculation with lass' promotion as yielding to the tide of been done to keep the project alive for Negroes. Negroes seem to want
in the fee of problems which did white folk in the middle of all
which it was surrounded until 1905 when events.
plague Dr Patterson. their doings. . .or better. . .they
the public school authorities of the city of
It is to be viewed in the light of an in- notIn exactly
the first place. as the Unit- want to he in the middle only of
Paris, worried about the taxpayers' pocket- telligent appraisal by men who believe in
books, turned to I3inet, a noted psychologist the golden virtue of social justice. To the ed States becomes increasingly ur- doings where there are white folk.
as more and more AmeIf the mere thought and even
for an answer to their dilemma. The French Very Rev. O'Malley as well as to the faculty banized..
mans leave the farm because of remote expectation of integreschool authorities wanted to know what it of De Paul University, we remove our hats mechanization and other
factors, tion is the basis of the lack of
the nature and incidence of Fairs interest in the Fair and similar pro.
have changed all over the nation jectS. on the part of Negro busiEven the most well entrenched nesses, schools, churches, and othwhite fairs have had to make re- er institutions. . .then the promo.
The news from Georgia of Herman Tal- against him by an intelligent segment of the adjustments
to meet the change ters of such project might well
madge's victory in the race for retiring Sen. Georgia electorate whose ballots, ostensibly, in the temper of the times. They read
the handwriting on the w•11
Walter F. George's seat, was not unexpected reflect their apprehension of a postpone- have had to add new and larger ...and close tip camp while Veere's
nor was it cause for Fourth of July jubila- ment of the event of a new day of enlight- features. They have had to angle still a few nails left.
JOHN H. SINGS TACK(,

L. AUX WIIJON, likes and General Manager

Our Opinions

IS THAT YOUR.
FAMOU
SOUTHEZN

HOSPITALITY? -

Hats Off To DePaul University

The Georgia Election—Its Meaning

tion even for some of the native sons who
have good reason to view with alarm the
primary results in their state.
While he calls his nomination "Georgia's
battle cry to preserve state "rights" and
campaigned on that issue with the frantic
passion typical of Klansmen, Talmadge has
boasted that once seated in the United
States senate his voice will carry enough
weight to array a mighty legislation force
against the judiciary. That is the obsession with which he is beset. He thinks himself commissioned by God to work toward
curbing the constitutional competence of
the Supreme Court.
How well and how far he will succeed
in his satanic conspiracy to reverse the national trend toward atonement for sins
committed against the Negro, we do not
know. But we do know that hia election to
Congress will make him one of the most
dangerous demagogues ever to join the
forces of evil in the upper house.
Close to 100,000 popular votes were cast

enment in Georgia.
To be sure. attacks on the Court will
grow more intense and bitter as more
Southerners of the stamp of Herman Talmadge are elected to Congress. This is just
as a true a proposition as any Euclidean
geometry can ever prove. What appears a
distressing outlook is the bald fact that liberal Southerners are yet too few in number
to effect political changes of any appreciable dimensions. The unwashed and ungodly
reactionaries outnumber them 20 to 1;
some places 100 to 1.
We who clamor for observance,.?' civil
liberties and rights, must not'snut our
eyes to the ugly possibility that with less
liberal Justices in its .eompositfon, the
Court will be, ipso facto, less liberal. And,
what is a more fearful forebOding is that
such a Court, in time1 may reverse itself on
many of the constitutional issues with
which our weitare is bound up. These are
unpleasant contemplations, we must therefore labor with dedication against t h e
dawning of such a day.

°What The People Say
Democrat's New Flu*

preme Court's decision to place
Negroes on equal basis in schools
and other places.
I think the sooner the Negro
forgets about trying to be a Democrat, the Democratic party will
put on a new face. — R. G. Chicago, Ill.

Dear Editor: 'pee Lemocratie
party is to my 'knowledge a ridiculous party. The word
means a person who
demorat believes and acts on the behalf that
all people are created equal.
Can this be said about the
•••
Southern Democrat who wants to
keep the Negro almost in slavery? Convention Was Tragic
Any Negro who joins forces with
Dear Editor: I am really adsuch
oud) a Party is no better than dressing this letter to the Baptist
are, and only help to put.
ministers, USA. These were the
the rope around the necks of their
gentlemen
who
distinguished
race.
themselves so unpleasantly at the
• Is it because they are so dumb
National convention on Sept.
3. to listen to some cheap poliand the following day. Sept. 7.
fician who is trying to have a
As you return to your pulpits
big name for himself leading the
to preach "Thus said., the Lord"
Negro farther back.
"
Why the civil rights plank if the imagine yourselves ,sitting in the
word Democrat means ill people Denver auditorium. as I and a few
sic equal. The civil rights plank hundred other person, were docan refer only to the Negro. Are ing. Picture in your minds a mass
we all not true Americans? Were of humanity waving arms and
we born in foreign lands? The hands yelling "No, No, No."
Southern Democrats are the ones
Think, if you can, how distrait,who are openly fighting the Su- ful it was to'watch two or three

Show 1957 Fords
At Defender Fair
DETROIT
—Two new body
sizes, both bigger, hanger and lower than the 1956 models will peRrhead the Ford Motor companys
drive to take over leadership
of the low-priced automobile held.
The cars were ueseiled Thurs•
day) at Dearborn, Mich. They
will be unveiled by dealets the
first week in October, and can
he seen at the Chicago Defender

Horne service exposition.
The two care will have different wheelbase, and body sizes,
marking the first time Ford has
departed from the one body size
tradition in 54 years.
Tka company will offer a new

luxury series. "The Fairlane 500"
in the larger model. R. S MeNamara, Ford vice president,
and general manager of the Ford
division, said.
McNamara predicted t Is a t
Ford will continue to gain in percentage sales in the market in
1957, as it did In the 1916, although
total industry sales were down
this year.
He based this on a predicted
increase of $300 in average tarnily incomes during 1957. Although
t37 million has gone into the 1957
line, design economies have off.
set many of the costs of produetag the completely sew cars, sad

Seek Four-Day

Work Week

DETROIT—(INS)—United Ant° Wee-eerie President Welter P.
Reuther asked President Eisenhower and nine other high gmernment leaders Monday co state the government will support a
shorter work week
Reuther sdd his request waa influenced by Vice President
Nixon's prophesy in Colorado Springs Saturday night of a four-day
work eeek in the "not too distant future." The union leader said
tide Nixon speech would be "merely an example of political expedience" unless Republican party and administration leaders were
willing to back "a practical and specific legislative program for a
shorter work week."

Says Race Issue Hurts Unions
ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.—(INS)—James A. &con olow, president
of the Metal Trades department of the AFL-CIO. charged Monday that
disgruntled or recalcitrant former union members in the South are
using the segregation question to hamper organization of workers
in that area.
Brownlow explained to reporters that men defeated for union
offices have petitioned for state charters to form locals that are
all-white and are attracting support by pointing Out that the AFLCIO welcome the admission of Negroes on an equal basis.

NLRB Orders New Dock Elections
ministers pulling
microphones
from each other's hands.
Try to hear, as we heard, t Is e
many ungodly phrases that were
passed on the floor. You have at
least ten men on each side of you
all clamoring to be heard and recognized.
If you are able to view the tragic
scene, tell me. would you not find
it rather uncernfortable or perhaps
impossible to heed the teachings
of anyone of the above described
characters?
How much do you think this
scene would aid the Negro's strug•
gle for civil rights?
To that portion of the Baptist
ministry who purported themselves as the noble fine gentlemen
that they are, I am sure that
I are joined by many of our denomination in pleading to you to
close ranks and exclude radicals
of such low degree. Y o u have
shielded them too long and(they
are lowering the standards da your
calling. To wage a successful campaign for Justice foe all, we must
work for Justice for all, we must
work from within our own ranks.
Is there a better starting place
than at the top level?

WASHINGTON—(INS)—The National Labor Relations board Monday ordered a new collective bargaining election among New York
City longshoremen.
In a unanimous decision, the board directed that the election be
held within the next 30 days and appealed to the longshoremen to
maintain "industrial peace and stability." The present bargaining
agent for the dock workers is the International Longshoremen's association, an independent union which was ousted from the AFL in
1953 because of alleged racketeering influence.

SO WHAT?
• 11— .r•—•3`••••••

Jean Douglas,
Brooklyn. N.Y.
McNamara predicted the retail
prices of Fords will go up less
the,- three per cent. The company plans to hire 13,000 additional
workers, and current production
achedules ere at 20 per cent overtime.
Henry Ford II, Ford co. president called the 1957 line t hi e
"crowning achievement of our
post war resurgence."
The car has been 10 years In
the making, and is the first one
"in which we have been able to
embody all the advantaget of our
new facilities and the talent of
our new management team," he
said.

MISTER . • . I always turn here!"
.
'yhot do you mean, by didn't I signal?

11.• 1114. AMA. P
I. .
1•••vd

Simple Wants To Know What
Is Extreme About Negroes
'Today is a new day that never had a purpose in mind."
don't want to base lo ride in'
,
heonpsuerrp.o
was before," said Simple, "never,
"se,
kids twenty mile, to classes t
no time at all, never in history
no doubt, was to there is a school right in my ow
was it today yet. Now it is today." bog white folks," declared Sim- home town. Schools have no busi
"So, what are yoi, going is do plc. ''Now, take President Eisen- ness having no signs up on thew
with this new day, somedning hower — he :s talking about he is WHITE ONLY. In this day and
new?"
against the extremists on either time education ought to be fre(
"I cannot think of did-thing new side, meaning L reckon, the Klan and equal for everybody — not
to do since I card turn white," on one hand and on the other the another fifty years from now. Ne
said Simple.
Negroes. What I would like to groel have been near a hundred
"You coidd join the NAACP, and know is, what is extreme on my years free — but ain't free to Jr
people
tohpel dow Sgoouttoh
thb,
e l pv ot saen dpe
side? I been harreci out of the to school yet. That i3 an extreme
right to
any good schools down South ever long time to wait! So if it is exlax-supported school, and up North since slavery time, so
what is ex- treme to get tired of waiting, thee
the right to rent or btly a house treme about wanting to go to them am extreme. Eisenhower is talk.
anywhere you want to live — that schools now. which colored tax int about me."
is, if you do not already belong to money and colored work, just like
"Why don't you writs the Pre10- • •
the NAACP."
any other work and money, help- dent 3 letter and speak your ;
'f belong." said Simple.
ed to build! I been hounded and mind?" I asked.
"Then I hope you attend meet- hunted and Klanized since before
"If the President does not take
Inge and do more than just pay I was born. So what is extreme time to read the daily papers —
your dues every year. I hope you about not wanting to be hounded which he often says at his press • .
activate yourself."
and hunted and Klanized any conferences he does not know what
"I'm active," said Simple. "I more? I do not see what is ex- everybody else has read day before - denounces white folks all the treme about a colored man want- yesterday — how can I expect :::
time."
ing to vote in Mississippi without him to read a letter from me? I •
"I mean in a constructive way," getting shot? How, otherwise, is expect they got a WHITE and
•
I said, "not destructive."
a Negro to get his garbage hauled COLORED letter bin down there in - •
"What is the difference between or his street paved, or a new p0- Washington marked extr esm e
CON and DE," asked Simple.
lice chief behind the desk when KLAN and extreme KOLORED, •
"One means to build, the other the old chief has beat his head to both spelled with a K — and you
to tear down. Since this is a new a pulp? I ask you how, if a Ne- have to write in the middle to
day, the thing to do is build."
gro can't vote? So when the
H get read at all, I never was no
sure have to tear down dent says extremists on BOTH middle man. If I write anybody,
Dixie to do that."
sides, who and what Is he talking I am going to write Adam Powell
"You mean tear down the at- about on my side?"
and tell him to make one of his ,
titudes Dixie stands for, not the "Answer the question yourself," real loud speeches and
speak my
land or the people. After all, mil- I said.
mind for me. I like Powell, belions of Negroes live in Dixie. "lie must be talking about me," cause he can really holler. Do
WO."
replied Simple, 'because I dead you reckon there is any truth In
_
"I left." said Simple. "I depart- sure want to vote, and I reckon them rumors that Adam might •
ed out of there as soon as I was that must he extreme. Not only turn?"
able to buy a train ticket."
vote, hut I 'also want as much
"You can never tell," I said, ;
''But you certainly did not solve right to he President as Eisen- "What a politician, white or
•
any problems by leaving. In fact, hower — if I can mike it. I also colored, will do."
you brought some of the problems want to go to decent schools where
"But a colored politician ought ;
up here with you."
the gymnasiums and libraries to be different," declared Simple. ••
"I brought myself,'.:. laid Sim- and swimming pools is at — not
"Maybe Adam is."
pie. 'If I am a problem, God to a school in a hollow with the
"Extremely different," said
made me one, and He must have toilets in the back yard, and I Simple.

6sTiCouiZe-tAlev—ftirt,
Recently the name of Uncle is apparently being reprinted in tage they have if we are smart
Tom has crapped up in current many southern newspapers.
enough to work for it. The
literature, in the newspapers and
Here are excerpts from the let- NAACP, Autherine Lucy, Polly
In the talk of the multitude. All of ter:
Ann Hudson, Arthur Shares and
us, of course, mean just one thing
"The worst thing that ever hap- others like them are tools of t)ra
when we use the word, Uncle pened to the Negro race was the Communists, and if not curbed
Tom.
organization of the NAACP. It is will set the Negro race back 100
In Georgia where I am writing not advancing the Negro race but years.
these lines, it is a criminal insult is creating natred, distrust, eco- "I do not blame the Southern
in the society of the people of nomic pressure and loss of friend- white people for taking the stand
color. Anywhere in America today ship that existed between the they have. I do not blame then
Uncle Tom is a nasty epithet with white and black races, especially for organizing to keep segregation.
the status of a "cuss- word. When in the South.
We and the Supreme Court wal
the name is called, of course, few
-The Supreme Court decision, have to answer for whatever
if any of iii ever have in mind in my humble way of thinking. comes of it.
the legendary Uncle Tom created was not to help the black man but
"The press. television and radk
by the celebrated Mrs. Harriet to help the, greedy and selfish are helping to create this jut
Beecher Stowe,
politicians (o get their vote and growing tension by so much put,
The crudest yet simplest defini- help them get elected.
licity. If they would curb so musk
tion of the term may be summed 'The Northerners are always publicity I believe it would gra&
up in that whispered phrase blaming the Southerners for mis- nails' die.
"white folks nigger'. These are, treating tie hut they are no friends ''To my race I hope and pray
as you can well imagine, fighting of the Negroes, but are still try- that you will awaken and realise
words down among the pine trees ing to penalize the South as they that you are a Negro and should
In the corn bread and cotton coun- did in Reconstruction days follow- be proud of it, that your way of
try.
ing the Civil War when the car- life is not threatened by yosir
We do not all agree, however, petbaggers invaded the South.
white brothers, and you should not
on who is and who is not an
"The Southern Negro has ad- threaten his way of life by inteUncle Tom. An Uncle Tom to one vanced faster in the South in the gration regardless of what you are
person may be simply regarded last 30 years than in any other told by fanatics, radicals and Comas a very conservative gentleman part of the world and it has been munists. The white southern peoof color by another. In as much through the help and advantages ple are our truest friends, so let's
as it is difficult to make this de- given him by our Southern white kept them or friends."
finition precise enoutd. for every- people. The Negro that complains
The author of the above view,.
one I shall introduce a perfect of mistreatment brings it on him- Will Jackson, may be regarded as
example.
self and deserves it, hut he is not a yardstick or model for Uncle
An alleged gentleman of color persecuted for his act as the Toms. He iii a pure specimen. it
called Will Jackson of Zion,City. NAACP tries to infer.
you are an American of African
Ala., ie the example I have In "The real Southern Negroes do descent and your views can bd
mind. He is the alleeed author of not want integration. They want said to match those of Will Jan?
a letter which was lust published to be left alone. The white people son then verily thou art duly
in the Anniston (Alebama) Star are as much segregated from the qualified for membership in the
The letter appeared also in the Negroes as the Negro is segregated unholy order of Uncle Tboatatt.
Savannah Morning News in the from the white. We have every- May the Lord have iaerry
lead editorial on August 13 and thing they have and every advan- thee. Certainly no one API VA.

,
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ow Ties Fight As kink(' Coach
Tennessee State Tigers
Open Against Langston

BEFENOEI,
SAT., SEPT. 29, 7956
TYLER Texaa - High school
principals from throughout t b e
state of Texas will be honored in
half time ceremonies here during
the Arkansas A&M-Texas game.

McKinley
- Hits Naming
Of American

Aso

NASHVILLE - Coach Howard
C. Gentry will take the wraps off
By WILBERT E. HEMMING '
his Tennessee State university Tigers before homefolks Saturday
KINGSTON, Jamaica - ANN
- World famous sprintei Her; nght as the liger-eleven open
bert McKinley has publicly detheir 1956 season against the Langnounced the selection of Ameristun university eleven.
ca's Jot'Yancey as coach for the
Smarting to avenge last seaJamaica athletic team that will
son's 3-0 drubbing at the hands
take pail in the Olympic games
of Felton "Zip" (,ayles Oklaho
,. at Melbourne. Australia in Nomans. Gentry, the Tigers' brand
vember.
new pilot, will field the smallest rig arr
McKinley chided reports which
Tiger squad in recent time for
attriauted to Yancey Jamaica s
the nine-game season's campaign.,
HENRY AARON
!fine and exceptional performances
NEEDS BETTER LLNE
at the Helsinki games in 1952.
"We started pre-season trainHe declared that the athletes
ing with the fewest number of powere already aware of their retentials in the school's history,e sponsibilities when Yancey arrivGentry complained, "but they arc
ed there a day late, and that Yam
a good bunch of boys. If I had
; ces! was not the torch bearer in
a better line, our chances would
. any of the successes which the
look a lot better for the season,"
athletes had while in the U. S.
•
Gentry continued.
TEAM DISSATISFIED
For the opening contest. GenMcKinley objected to the selectry's main concern has been shifttion of the American for the Meling the sands to replace All bourne team, and hinted that the ,
American guard Charles Patton
and five other first string veterNEW YORK - Monte Irvin, team might fall down in its task I
an linemen lost through gradua- ; Chicago Cubs' outfielder, will man- because of dissatisfaction in this
respect.
tion.
'age the Major League All • Stars
McKinley. who is Government
The Tiger backfield is a veter- that will open a
barnstorming Supervisor of Sports for Jamaian one with Tennessee's touch- campaign in Charlotte,
N. C., Oct. j ca, recalled that before Yancey
down twins, halfback Percy 11, and close it in California
on had anything to do with the JaHines and last seasons leading Nov. 11,
i maicans, he (McKinley) had run
ground-gainer Memphis -born
Irvin's team will meet the Ne- 1 21.6 on a grass track in Mils- I
sophomore halfback Jessie Wilgro American League MI-Stars, borough over a quarter mile. In
burn.
;composed of the best players from London he ran 30.3, and came a
Alternating with the paydirt pair
Ba-;dashing second behind George
the Detroit Stars, Kansas City
is all-conference (SIWAA) a n d Monarchs,
Rhoden in another event.
Birmingham Back
leading scorer, Fay Mitchell, and rons and
Memphis Red Sox.
He said that regarding the He!I
Tiger number two yard marcher,1
In the outfield for the alajor sinki games, Yancey landed there
Lee "Chattanooga Choo Cho" Der-,
League All-Stars will he Walie on the eighth of the month, just
ricks. Calling the plays will bet
Mays, Frank Robinson. the rook- nine days before the games.
Robert "Fancy Dan" Crawford,
ie star of the Cincinnati Red- "It is therefore folly to tell the
Coach Gentry, although glum legs,
and Henry Aaron, ethwaa_ 1 world that Yancey was responsiabout his forward wall, is build- kee Braves,
ible for our feat," he added.
ing his reserve offensive punch
i Personally. McKinley met YanThe
pitching
is
most
formid-;
around two Tennessee prep school
able: Brooks Lawrence of the Cin-' cey about 19*, when already he
gridders. Freshmen Andy Earthh
broken three times the world
cinnati Redlegs and his teammate had
man, shifty-lopped Men.phis MelJoe Black, Connie Johnson of the 440 record and the 400 record and
rose High school halfback, and Baltimore
Orioles and Sad Sam the 400 meters.
Chattanooga lioward High school's Jones
MET IN HELSINKI
of the Chicago Cubs,
Dave Knowles are bright spots
Elston Howard of the New York
George Rhoden, too, had nothing
in the Tiger squad.
Yankees will take care of the to do with Yancey, McKinley in- ,
Captained by Kansas City's
catching chores along with Char- sisted, until they all met at HelJames Buford, 198-pound guard,
lie White of the Milwaukee Braves. sinki:
the 55-man Tiger juggeraut is
,A*
The infield comprises Harry "Consequently to say that we
Zgsstaposed of 75 veterans of which
NEW
FIND
Perry,
Otis
subexperience moved the te a in
Kansas City Athletics were coached by him, waxed
I six eels seniors and 18 lettermen.;Simpson
•"
.
stitute quarterback for A&T
'McKinley, "is incorrect, putting
very well. He completed heir
- at first
base; Al Smith. Cleve.
college Aggies, broke into the
out ef five passes to help
Iland Indians, at second base; Gene it mildly."
lineup last week as a replaceThe battle of the athletes, as
defeat Central State college,
Cubs, shortstop
ment for ailing Howard Smith,
and Henry Thompson of the New the present bitter controversy
144. Perry will see plenty of
and in his first actual game
might be called, resulted from a
action before the NM900 ends.
York Giants at third base.
decision
that
Yancey
should
go
to
Monte Irvin of the Chicago Cubs
will manage the unit and attend Melbourne November with the Jamaicans.
to the pinch hitting and utility
responsibilities.
•
October 11, Claerlotte, ff.
•
12. Knoxville, Tenn.-,
C.;
13, Nashville, Tenn.; 14, Memphie,
SHARPENING UP for t b e
der T. Durley, quarterback,
his field generals. The Tigers
Tenn.;
15,
Sikeston, Mo.; 16, Fort Staab I
and Capt. James Clint Wit.
opened the season Saturday
•Pening of the 1956 football sea.
Charlie Cotton, Toledo, Ohio, Ark.; 17, Greenville,
Miss.; 111,11
By JAMES A. SAUNDERS
night against Southern univerHams, also a quarterback11010 are two of Texas Southern
middleweight, has been signed to Little Rock,
Ark.; 19, Memphis, IEFFERSON CITY, Mo. - The
University's players, AlexanCoach Alexander Durley, looksity in Galveston, Texas.
meet Chicago's Spider Webb in Tenn.; 20, Chattanoog
a, Tenn.
The asincoln university (Mo.) Tiing on, drops a few hints to
the 10-round main event in the
October 21, Birmingham, Ala.: gers. leo by head coach Dwight
Chicago Stadium, Wednesday, Oc- 22, Columbus,
Ga.: 23, Birming- Reed, opened their football season
tober 10, it was announced this ham, Ala.:
24, Montgomery. Ala.; in Aberdeen, S. D., last
Saturday
week by Truman Gibson, IBC ex- 25, Columbus,
Miss.; 26, Green- with a convincing 27-13 victory
ecutive serretary.
wood, Miss.; 27, Shreveport, La.; over Northern State
Teachers colWebb, currently one of the 28, Houston,
Texas; 29, Austin, lege of Aberdeen.
FIGHT FANS most likely will
ON DEC.
'hottest'
11127 In Chicago's
young
middleweig
hts
in
•
Texas: 30, San Antonio, Texas;
After spotting the South Dako-, get to see Archie Moore "do his Coliseum
the division, scored a unanimous 31, Corpus
came the biggest steal
Christi, Texas.
, tans a 7-0 first quarter lead, the stuff" in the Chicago stadium
of the century. At the end of the
10-round verdict over Rory CalNovember 1, Harligen, Texas; I Tigers roared back to tie the ',erne ring before winter sets in. And it
10 rounds, with the fans believing
boon in the Stadium last Aug. 29. 2,
Victoria,
Texas; 3, Beaumont. by halftime, then pulled ahead is also very lately that Ray Rob- Flowers had won
With the New York Yankees World Series strategy to offset , League champs is his determina- He has rolled up 14 consecutive
from Mickey
Texas and Lake Charles, La.; with a pair of touchdowns in the inson
pennant title safely tucked away, any adversity as befell the Yanks ; tion to keep tan Elston Howard victories, and in 17 fights has lost
again will be seen in action, Walker, Benny Yanger raised Wal4, New Orleans, La.; 5, Mobile, third quarter and another in
the defending bis title, in Chicago. ker's hand as the winner - and
the agile mind of Casey Stengel, during the post-season games last in tip-top shape to back up Yogi only one.
Ala.: 6, New Orleans, La.; 7, fourth while Northern State could, these
are plans of the Internation- all hell broke loose.
Berra behind the plate.
old war-horse manager of the. year.
His manager. Hec Knowles has Hazelhurst,
Miss.; 8. On the coast only cross the double stripe once ' al Boxing club.
Bronx Bombers, went into full
And top in his plans for the
The versatile Howard has been! admitted that Webb is ready to and also
"Every daily newspaper
Chithe 9th 10th and 11.
more in the third quarter.
gear, whipping up. an ingenius ;series meeting with the National playing left field in the Yanks' fi- face any middleweight in t
But no matter who tomes or cago," quoting from an article
h e
nal pennant drive as the Yogi man world, but would like to take on
goes, the barber shop sports written by yours truly after Flowcaught all the games during the Bobby Boyd in the Stadium, if
critics all go back to the "greats! ers' death, "With the possible expast month.
he can hurdle the experienced
est steals of the century" when, ception of the Chicago Heraldon two occasions, Theodore "Tig- Examiner, came out flatfooted
Now Stengel is looking ahead Cotton.
Charlie Cotton, a well seasoned
and has resolved to give Elston
er” Flowers, having won from against the verdict, and most of
some work behind the plate to performer, has twice turned
his opponents, stod and watched them plainly stated that the dethe verdict dished out to his ring / eision was a blot on the boxing
keep him sharp and to back up back Joey Giardello in what were
Berra in the series in case of in- both upsets. Charlie's record is
enemy. Oddly enough both oc- game In the state of Illinois."
juries. Stengel summed up the 53 fights. winning 41. losing 11,
casions came in December. Flow- The Illinois state
athletic comsituation this way.
boxing
had been the victim of bouts mission of Messrs. Phren,
draw,
ers
one
and
scoring
22
TtE HO T
Rightin which he edged his opponent imer and Huncke said
"I've got to have these fellows knockouts.
they "eould
In five fights this year Cotton
only to learn that the fight had not reverse a referee's decision."
in the best possible condition and
some of them need a rest. I'm has won three, lost one, and boxbeen declared a no-decision affair However, the commission
went on
Thelma MaTyre Cowans, the Xi Lambda chapter of the Alpha gonna rest Mantle a few games ed one draw. He lost a 10-round
because of state laws.
record as stating 'Yanger erred."
playand Bauer and Enos Slaughter split verdict la Rory Calhoun, with'
central figure in the hassle that Phi Alpha fraternity, will be
ON DEC. 23, 1925, came the first The commission then inaugurated
Burnham can use a little rest too."
many observers giving the fight;
big steal. Flowers, known as the the two judges system.
UGA officials to declare the worn- ed over the course at
distance from
Reminded that Berra needs to Cotton.
"Georgia Deacon" had out-pointen's contest it, the National held Woods. . .a short
That 'steal", and it was nothannounceChicago,
.The
7.
Oct.
.
only
two runs batted in to give
ed and out-gamed Mike McTigue ing else but, is still
in Philadelphia last month "no
reflected in
ment
tourney
the
made
was
of
by
him
sought
his
much
after
to100
in New York City only to have the fight crowds in
contest," will present her side of
Chicago.
The
Wayman Ward, chairman of the tal, Casey replied:
the judges give the 10-rounder to Coliseum is 'out"
the controversy next week. . .
as far as boxrecreation committee of Xi Lamb- "All right, I'll play him in right
Irishman.
the
There wasn't a ing is concerned. Another
She states in her reply that the .
"steal"
sou) in the b i g Madison Square taking away from
story which appeared in The De- da chapter. . .In order to give field so that he can get his
Jack Thompson
all
members
chance
a
to
cornbatting
in.
I's
e
got
Elston
get
to
Garden
that
arena
night
who
was
fender two weeks ago did not rea fight which he had won from
pete for the trophies, Ward said Howard behind the plate to I'll
not convinced that Flowers had Jackie Fields just
veal the facts in the issue. ..
put the Wabash
won, But the verdict went to avenue house "in bad"
The first Chicagoland all-Alpha the tournament g.111 he a handi-l have an extra catcher ready.
with the
although
Metigue
crowd
the
"Just suppose Berra should get
howl- fans. Only a few fights in
golf tournament. . .sponsored by cap meet.
NEW YORK - Hank Aaron
Chicago
ed its disapproval. The New York have since drawn
thurt in the first game of the S.. and Don Newcombe have been
capacity hemsState boxing commission was deaf Cs.
ties, we'd have to have some- named to the 1956 Look Magazine
body then wouldn't we? Howard All-America baseball team by the
- and forgot. It did nothing. But
Even The April 1, 1938 appearThe aualifyine round of the dos. laurels because of previous corn- hasn't caught in a month and I, votes of the 53 major league
such gallant New York sports writance of Joe Louis, who had woi
ed handicap tournament, sponsor- mitments. She was in Indian- , want to get him sharpened up a I broadcasters and telecasters,
as
ers
Hype
Igoe,
John
Kieran,
Joe the world
it
heavyweight championed by the Chicago Women's apolis preparing for the Women's bit back there.
Villa and others led a relentless
was announced today.
ship the previous August in ChiGolf club, was played last Sunday National Amateur tourney . . . "Catching him and playing Berattack that lasted a long time, but
Aaron, who sparked t h e Milcago's Comiskey park, found
over the course at Pipe OPeace Ann, making a valiant bid for ra in right field isn't going to waukee Braves' attack, received
the verdict stuck.
many empty seats in the Chicago
The
...
final round will be play- victory in her first appearance weaken us either. Howard is a 134 out of a possible 159 points
•
FLOWERS won the world mided Sunday, Sept. 30. over the in the tournament, losing a hard- big league catcher and Berra play- in the balloting to win his place
dleweight championship from Har- stadium.
Flowers died on Nov, 16, 192/.
same course .. In the champion. fought battle to Mrs. Phillip Cu- ed in the outfield before he was with Mickey Mantle and Ted Wilry Greb, before 23,000 in Madison
ship flight Ana Robinson paced the done, 38-year-old housewife from turned into a catcher."
hams in the All-America outfield,
• • Square Garden, on Feb. 26, 1926, He was born in Camilla, Ga., Aug.
Loki with 88 . . . followed by Sel- New Jersey, 3 and 1 . . . Mrs.
the new issue of Look Magazine
and became the first Negro to hold 5, 1895. He had engaged in 136
. said in disclosing the selections.
aria Barbour and Mattie Hurey Gregory was 2 up at the turn. . .
the championship of that divis• fights. Forty-seven were won by
with 91 each . . Agnes Williams : A large number of Chicago golf
Big Don Newcombe, mainstay
ion. Greb used every foul means knockouts, 52 by decisions, two
of the Dodgers' hard - pressed
wasahead in the first flight with crs will be in Peoria this week
knor to the ring game while Gun- were draws. He was knocked out
mound corps, was designated, ,
86 . followed by Lorine Jack- end to play in the Progressive
boat Smith, the referee, refused eight times, lost three (including
along with the White Sox nifty
On with d9
. . and Lydia Eli- Golf club's aanual tournament. . .
to warn Greb. The crowd booed the two steals) and engaged in
southpaw, Billy Pierce, for All- .
I
gan with 94 . . Judy Campbell, which will be played over the rug Greb time and again. Greb held 19 no-decision bouts.
BALTIMORE. Md. -- The Mora newcomer, led the 2nd flight god Newman course . . . T h e gan State college Bears take their America pitching honors
Flowers by the neck with his left
Additionally, the Redlegs' smazwith 91 . . Letitia Ballenger Windy City Golf club's annual I fall campaign into home
hand and would then yank the BIG
grounds ing_ rookie, Frank Robinson, was
TRACK MEET
was second with 98 . . . followed • roundup tourney is slated for Pipe • on Saturday, Sept. 29, when
Georgian towards him as he un•
they tapped for All-National League
leased terrible nppercuts. Y e t.
by Virginia Simmons with 100. . O'Peace Sunday • . . but some meet North Caroline college
LAGOS,
Nigeria - (ANP).--An
of honors in the outfield, Look reFlowers
Marcia Jones finished in front; of the members will not be there Durham, N. C., in Hughes
came right back scoring international track meet between
stadi- ports. and Ernie Banks of the
points after points.
In the third flight with 99 . . .1.. . instead, they'll be
the United and the British ComPeoria,., um here.
won
Cubs
the
shortstop slot.
BULWARK - Harold Cooper
earlier this month in tip top
The New York gamblers took monwealth in England on Dec. 10
Ora Duke had 107 for second' This column had a long letter
The occasion will mark,the first The Yankees' amazing Mickey
shape. The hard -charging Coo219-pound
State
Maryland
a severe beating and were "clean- may h ing together American and
place . . vlth ldarae in third from Thelma Cowans, giving her time in severst years
that t h e Mantle easily ran away with top
per earned oIenty of respect
ed out." The bettors had hacked NigS an athletes as well a; those
place with III . . . Ann Gregory, side of the hassle
guard
who
towers
6 feet-2, bas
the National Bears and Eagles have slashed honors in the Look All-America
from the so salon last year
the club's defending champion, at Philadelphia last month ... and the Morgan
Greb at 2 to I odds. Flowers won from other Commonwealth C o u Ismade
McCain
Coach
Verner;
team is appre- voting, polling 157 out of .a possi
with his c, tent play on the
the verdict and the *champion- tries, it was officially announced
nu not there to defend her I Will print it next week ...
ciably keyed up.
I ble 159 points.
, very happy when be reported
Hawks' lin^.
ship. The fight drew $10d.000.
I hers.
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Lincoln Defeats
Aberdeen/ 27 To 13

Yankees Grooming Elston Howard
As Replacement For Yogi Berra

Two Big Steals
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Morgan Bears Meet
NCC Eagles Sat.
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